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Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, June 20,1952

Lace Trim Crepe

$1.98 -

$295

Vol.—XXIII; No, 1-47,

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

BRINçS L5 MILLION YEARLY

Seen & Heard One Of 9.,!oway County's Best
Friends Is The Dairy Cow,Foy
Around
----MURRAY

dia

•

Has Become Second Industry In
County; Future Outlook Good

IT'S A
MACHINE AGE

Dairying in
Calloway -county surplus con% and heifers $350,000
now -brings in over -nne -and- Ofie, Totat fly IL V. Fey. Comply Agent
31322,00(3
• that milk and other dairy prodhalf million dollars annually, ac- INDIRECT INCOME
The dairy cow is truly tbe farm- ucts are essential for the growth
cording to dairy officials in the
Farm consumption of milk and
er's best friend. She is the most and health of the young and old.
county. The industre that has de. butter produced at home $1000,0110
clOritofhl1 farm animals as a
The corer also provides a profit
veloped in CallOsay county dur- ' Value of manure from 8,010 dairy
converter of non-edible farm crops from her, power of reproduction.
As Yon ean probably telt by toing the past twenty yeais, has cows and heifers
human Veal calves and other dairy ani-5
t
$112.500
day's issue of 'the impel. this into a healthful, digestible
moved steadily upward in the Total
$212.500
food. In the process of harvesting mats make up a considerable pore Month is dairy month
sea* of dollars produced foe farmThere are other indirect beneher 'nutrients in the- form of pas- tion...of the meat that is consumers of the county, urtil today it fits in dairying such as soil conture, The cow can Make use of ed at human food. Statistics reranks as second largest.
servation, etc. that it is impossible'
This indastry means so rough- to the herbage from rough and veal that approximately 40 per
This month is Dairy Month, and to estimete.
Calloway 'county thif- we are waste lands that meld nnt --berent ef,1111, beef consumed- in the
Mr. G. B. Scott, of the Ry-n Milk
Investment of dairy farmers also
proud to . turn this entire issue used economicallly in any other United States is derived from
Company has written the follow- runs over e millet a dollars as fol-way. The milk that fir produe"ed dairyanimals.,
over to the dairy interests. •
ing article for the Ledger and lows:
is one of nature's most nearly .perThe dairy en'te provides the farTimes, to call attention to the 6150 milk cows
$984.000
feet foods. Scientists have proved mer with a sure and regular inarticles
dairy
industry in Use county as a 1850 dairy heiteri
—
Sham Witting and editing.
— come. In most areas milk it
92,500
whole.
Total
on _ dairying, we Thave learned
$1 076,500
for monthly or semi-moately. so
rtairsang
and
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY IN
- We-doe-not -know how.to estia lqt of things about
quick returns on the investment
mate investment in Alms and
CALLOWAY COUNTY
milk that we did nit know before'
are easily realized. In this period
4 By G. B. Scott, Mee, Ryas Milk Co equipment, but a -is a sizeable
of inflation and high prices it is
•
The cash income -rif our farm- item,
ha a rni - r°,
ers rraril ln-e• sale or mug. cream_
otner cash benefits to the- corna
means
of
_seeuring
vide
some
that the most effective of .111 burn
veals, culled cows and surplus. munity from daireing is money
During .June Dairy Month, dairy products
Under rigid sanitary conditions, the milk is
inincome
to
meet'
the
regulars
developed
treatments has bee
cows and heifers*is almost a mil- spent by our corhpany. such- as;
are at a peak in both quantity and quality,
weighed, tested in a plant laboratory, filcreasing cost of living. Nothing
from milk:
lion and a half &liars a year. We
Salaries and wage to plant emmaking it a good time to enjoy the most
tered. clarified, homogenized, and pasteurfulfills this task better than a good
list below some figures to substan- ployees, approximately
$150,000
herd of dairy cows.
nutritious foods known to man-milk, butized.The Modern bottling machine is practiate this statement. Some of the
Supplies, equipment and services
The dairy cow is not only imter, cheese, and ice cream. The casual-looktically a mechanical genius, measuring the
Here are some more for instance
figures
were.
prepared
bought.
by
the
U.
S.
locally.
taxes;
contribuportant because she affords a sure
did you know:
ing cow shown above' may seem a little
exact amount of milk and capping with
By United Preis
and Kentucky Departments of Ag- tions, and other numerous items
vital and
ahead of the times, but in actuality, the
paper while clean, sterilized bottles move
You can tell rprnmer is just. income and provides a
riculture,
1950
Census,
aad
some
around the corner when the COM- essential source of hymen food
dairy industry has become extremely
along in formation nn a conveyor belt.
are our own; all we Lelieve to be Total
$225,000
That there are 274 nutrients in
TUITiStS start talking ebuut potato but she also contributes to a sysmechanized. Today's bovine beauty sports
With the aid of complex machines, milk
conservative:
All this cash of over one and a e.
"
Milk?
conducive
tem
of
farming
Is
which
bugs.
•
a special non-rust milk pail, and stands in
and milk products now reach your table
Sale
of
milk
and
half
cream
$972.000
million
dollars
a
veer
is
turnThat's how .it was in East Ger- to a permanent agriculture. The
a metal stanchion while a milking machine
untouched by human hands. The mechaniSale of veal calves, culled cows, ed looseen the colamunity weekly,
greatest problem (acing agriculagain
this
Britmany
last
year-and
invaded
That when Caesar
twice monthly, ant monthly, or an
goes to work. The milk then goes to dairy
cal cow is finding a lot of other things difture today is to maintain an,a in.
ain- RS-grit- C.: heatermmilateetneare year.
average of 8125.000 a month.
ferent, too, with more and more sanitary
or processing plant in 10-galkn cans and
soie
It
Crease
the
fertility
of
its
claim
American
jet
abunReds.
A- BRIGHT FUTURE
the fact that Bratons had a
huge tank,
inspections, new methods in breeding and
.that are washed, scrubbed,
Is doubtful whether the fertility
dance of milk, but did reit know fighters crossed into East Germany
Since our ;dent started operatfeeding, and even bovine education.
scalded, and sterilized after every trip.
profconserved
of
the
soil
can
be
the
and
dropped
potato
bugs
on
ion on January 1. 192ee the proROW to,make cheese?
itably on farms where a crop sysfields.
duction of milk has grown slowEast Germans also are getting tem alone is used. In this era.
ly: but steadily over the years beIltat the anneal mocluction of ready to demonstrate against the when the trend is toward grasscause ja is a sarC, and sound %pi.
butter in the United Stars has visit of General Ridgway net land farming, one should seriousnem, year in. and yeer out, for but
more food energy valae for human week. The
e supreme allied femme ly consider the economic advenfarmers. It fits into a sound diverbeings.than the mechanical energy der in Europe will meie- a threc: t/lees that the farmers' best friend
sified rarnr‘program and pre/Adriwhich Hoover Dim venerates in day inspection tour of West Ger- has to offer.
a steady •twice - a month cash ina year?
The Yanks lambasted the Cards
many beginning Monday.
cnme..When_you .consider that the
The I4-year war weged against
Ridgway's visit to Italy. which
by the score of 23 to a' in's game
population is increasing at the rate
The Paducah Chiefs climbed back Iselin by the Mar.M of
FRANKFORT June Si 11W)
Dimes has of approximately
ended yesterday. had sits effect
played last night at the City Park,
7,000 per day, or.
into third place in the Kitty Lea- brought the nation close to
The state court of appeeis has
The; a recent research study on a village near Naples. The Italthe 2.000.000 a year, all
Nelson Shroat got two home
neer milk copgue lest night after the Chiefs'
everruled the Kentucky. bar assoshowed that ice cream is complete- ian government suspended the
rune for the Yanks wbile Wiggins, Don Ford hurled a 9 to 0 shut- threshold of victory over the dis- turning citizens. and *hat
S.
the naease. Ray Brownfield Cnairrnan tional
FRANKFORT. Kir,, June 20 (UPI ciation and reinstated former U.
ly digested and its nutrients are Communist mayor beeause•- he
and Crass each gut two hits for the out
production of milk is not
second-rated of
against
the
for use.,..10 the said to have permitted the local -:-The Kentucky division of Game Representative Andrew J. May- as Cards.
the. Calloway Chapter of the
readily
increasing;
there is bound to be a
Owensboro.
an.attorney.
National Foundation for ':iifantile shortage of
top of • diat it's good.
body?
feathtt?euse to shut down so em- and Fish says that unless he just
The buttery fo: the Yanks was
milk in this country
Ford allowed seven hits end Bob Paralysis
The 77-year-old May was barred
declared today.
ploy
could strike against Bldg. wants to get out of doors. the aveFerrell and Shroat ComposTarry.
before
long,
unless production of
Rand and Fred Koenig :lammed
after
being
practicing
law
frchn
convalescent
of
study
Mr. Brownfield rett.rned yester- milk is
That 'a
rage fisherman may as well stay
ing the Cards' battery were Wig- three hits for Paducah. The
way's arrival.
increased to meet increasUnion
charges-of
ac.
convicted
in
1947
on
that
concluc:es
appetites
day from a 5 state regional confer- ing
children's
I's Not far from the Italian ,border home this weekend.
gins, Carson and Crass. "
demands. To- aitt4 this inCity Greyhounds took bot•i games ence on polio
"'tenting 53-thousand dollars in
probicars.with Basil crease, we will need en
In the second a 7 ounce ghats of milk rn hour -a-around the French naval part of
.1
'the
the Reds
The fish just are not biting. an
doubleheader with Mayfield O'Connor,
of
a
additional
conbribes
on
wartime
defense
interno:
dos-s
meal
National Foundation billion ;.nd a halt
before each
Toulon-the French government is only , the fisherman with, all the
outscored the Cubs 19 to 6. Spann
pounds of milk
to Move„fromseventh te fifth place. president,
tracts.
held in St Louis. At- per year, using our
fere with mealtime ea*.ine In fact searching the homes of die-hard know-how will. have much
made three hits for the Reds and
.present aver.
Union City won the first game tending the
The- bar association had recom- Washburn
-experience is that athey can Communists. Thia-aefivity -has been All the lakes in Kentucky retreat
sessamisewere-ehapter age mitsump-tton et
gist a horn,- run- and
a- basis 'to !ig.
teer-witfis Art Cook gettilig credit chairmen from
West Kentucky. ure on.
drink milkaall day lene-and still going en or two.aweeks-sfnce poor fishing, none claim it is good. mended that may not be reinstated. double for the Cobs. Gage got two
for the victory rnd downed May- West Tenn..
•
The appellate court ruled last year
Illinois. Arkansas and
drink almost a quart apiece dur- secret documents were found givThe reports are sr little better his conviction 9,1 felony chantres singles.
field 5- to 1 in the second game Missouri. More
than 70 chapters PLANT CAPACITY
ing the. meal, and at the same ing defense plans of the big port. Concerning the rivers'. Below the
Moss and Spann were the-batbehind the hurling of Dick Kauff- of the National
Otte plant was designee for a
Foundation were
time eat more than we can.
The Communists have spy charg- dams along the Kentucky river prevented him from returning to tery for the Reds. The. battery for
man.
flexible operation. At' present we
represented.
es of their awn ti throw around. fishermen are having goad luck law practice.
the Cubs was Cromwell. Stubble--The Fulton Lookouts stayed in
May had never been officially
Also -taking part-tn the "work- process our milk in to Grade A
That in 1951 t billion 8 hundred Russia-in a formal. -tote to allied with white end black perch. ehsnfield. Washburn and Overhey.
tha ..winning column- by edging shop" discussions at the
disbarred by Kentucky courts and
confer- Bottled Milk, Buttermilk. Chocoand 72 million pounds of evaporat- high commessioneri in West Ger- net cats and white perch. The sipJackson 5 to 4 with Fultor Man- ence were Dr. Hart E.
the court of appeals seys his conVan Riper, late Milk, Cottage Cheese. Butter, ed milk were produtted. Most is miny_ charges the
river duct since his release from prison
Llekin
sections'
hf
the
per
55er Sem Lateiatina walloping a Medical Three-tate- Geerge
used for Infant feeding a family using West Berlin aa a center tor also are described as goad with
P VOW Sweet Urea. m. and Dry littm-fettt
homer in the ninth' inning with director of Chapters:
entitles him to nubliceebnfidence
nod preparation.
spying iigainst East Geer-name.
Mist Elaine (The only Spray process Dry Milk
mostly rough fish being taken.
one
on
to
and reinstatement.
clinch the game. The Whitelaw, director of Women's Ac- plant in Kentucky,.
The Baltic Seli north of Gotland
Other items
There are a few reports of bass
Madisonville Miners outhit Hbp- tivities and Miss Dorothy
May was paroled frem a federal
Duces, could be added if needed. Our plant
That ice cream coneimption has was riven a careful going-over by catches from Kentucky Lake. with
kinsville
13
to
prison near Ashland hi September
0 to take thet game director of Public Relatiorsa•The equipment is all of the
Increased over 50 per rent per per- Swedish Naval and Air torce units
latest and
the white perch. striped bass and of 1950 after serving nine months
,
J. C. Ballew, state secretary of by s score of 6 to 5.
conference was erraneed by re- tre.st• modern desigii available.
son annually since World War Lt. teday. The units went out after
dam being and 13 days. He has been• hying the Royal Arribliemors.
below
the
catfish,
catch
Tonight's card nns .Paducah gional director Charlet Massey for Only one item 11.steam boiler) of
r
Baptist
hearing that Russian warShips had
good. But neither Kentucky Lake. quietly at Prestanburg since his boys reissiopary organization, was playing at Jackson and Owens- the South
Centre' States.
' cur originalequipment remains' in
That the per capita.con mptI nn been,.„sighted. The reset of the
Hollow
or
HerDale
Cumberland.
release,
leasang
nis
home
only to present at the overnight cemp on boro at Fulton. Union City will be :From all I heard at the confer- the plant. Some of the equipment
of cheese in the United States has search was negative,.
offer
much
to
Lake
have
rington
teach
Sunday
school.
Kentucky Lake Tuesday night aI Hopkinsville and Mayfield will eneii" said Mr. Prownfield, "I has been replaced mole- than once.
almost doubled sinni -1918. Can't
The Kremlin's diplomatic diakethis weekend.
The former congressmen was About eighty-five boys attended the play at Madisonville,
Our plant could p:ocess afmost
,i1111 convinced that in the yews
help but wonder it the cracker dip 'continues -MU Dine affecting
charged
with
taking
money
from
camp 'from Puryear. Tennessee,
consumption inetcosed that much its militfiry and politiepl mission in
ahead the dark• shadow of polio double our present receias. and
Murray
andHenry
Garsson
in
getBentod alp Calloway county.
will be removed from out homin. we are sure that in a few more
Tokyo. The MISS14111.3 leader-Maeingethentrehtfetne eentiaies while
sP- larit °opacity wtll be
jor ffeneral A. Istiiislenko-siti-ree aillefrat Louise teti-Elhe feel- years oniOther &sunset:ors aseasting at the
• -.
he
was
chairman
at
the
House
Miling that the time and work we Put reached..
Time all -commercial butter is furnintilli Russia.
-•
camp Were as follows.' First Bapitary
Affairs
Cortimieee.
We cordially invite yOu to visit
into the "March of, Dimes Will be
Meanwhile, on Fonnose _ a
'graded for 'flairor, batty, texture,
Shipley
and
tl,lal
itn
Bobby
Key;
The Court, of ,Appeals says, the
rsfiakeup of another sort. This one.
repaid * thpusand-folo in• the fu- "cur, plant and see, it- in nperationl
color. salt, and packeging.
Revival services will begin at fact that milLy has transgressed (Merry Corner, C. A. Bucy; BenWe. are prOud et oar small !Sari
a severe earthquake. It lasted
ture.
Missionery Baptist does not place him forever cutside ton' Billy Joe Young and Ermmi
Kirksey
The
os
_
Ifirtainda.iiii-Tirthe time ue went 'sciven secondr. but nacre are no church on Sunday night June Z1.
feature, Salem,-Bra. Sorrel: and
"Meanwhile," he coetintied, -"we in the development of the dair''
.
the
pale
of
respectability.
The union representing the Mur- must bear in .mini that pello. still industry- in this coif-MT. It hoe
,te get a spool .nt thread. Seems repents of casuaftien
*glen Grove, Bro. Ifenard Cole.
through June
and
will
continue
spool
that you just can't- ask for a
The above counselors are in Ad- ray Manufacturing Company. cans is with us. Unfortunately we 'have been a pleasure to mirk with
29. Services will be held each day
of thread. They want to know the
dition to those previously pub- oyees rattled the agreement made no reason to believe that the dis- dairymen, the extension forces and
and 8:60 p. m.
at
metbetween the company and the ease will relax its hard grip up- the-Agriculture Depor merit of our
Triton whether you as ant it
elished.•
Jiro. M. M. Hamp.en, pastor of
termed (whatever that is) oranot. flatting Hoare Ism 11:30 X
"union officiate yesterday ava_rneet- on the nation this ,yeas'. We cannot Murray State.College in !median the Hazel BaptOt hurcif will be
size.
OAR- '4:30p.m.
ing at the County Court House.
and of all things, the
•
forget-the grim incidence figures an industry in which we caudate
the' evangelist. hroc -Harold Lassi-715- 510 P.M.
•
At least wheiviimasaalaskgr baiter,
The. new coneract .
between the of the past four -years. -ear can be proud. .•
and the entneregatirm - of the
•
MAY
TAKE
ACTION
quern
any
you get butter without
union the CIO-United Automebile. we put out of our minds that_71Pchurch has -eilletVred VI invitation
Work is progressing at the, Matte
lions asked. •
Aircraft, and Agricultural !Mole- proximLtely 30,003 cases now seem
Wednesdays complete record I
rh the general public to attend.
Churchill Funeral Home on a
By United Teem
•
lows:
Attorney General James Me- ment Workers of America, and the to be the annual expectancy rather
driveway
that
will
make
it
posimportant
most
the
A.
That milk is
company, has been negotiated for than an extraordinary occurrence.
sible to leave from the funeral Granery has been ordered to look
._single food in the diet of expec- • Census-47
home either on North Fifth Street into the possibility of taking le- some time, and will erplace the Until science defeats poiim our
-KOREA
LADIES
FROM
HADES
-Beds--00
Adults
mothers?
tant
gal action against the United Statei ofel contract which expired on work ianust continue with treater
or North Fourth Street
New -Citizens--0
_ Guess Anyone who has , had a
intensity than- ever"
Lines to decover part of the sub- March 1.
In
the
past
it
has
been
re
By
United
Press
thtnigh.
possible
Patients
Admitted-6
that
knews
kids
iataineh ret
A financial burden which chap- Qt'EST1ON:
Company officials said !odey that
Ticonderoga-Waterloo-Dunkirk to enter or leave the funeral sidy granted by the government to
Patients Dismissed _4
Murrayans and -Calloway CotinWhat is your favoriti L's'word or
they are pleased that an agreement ters of the National Foundation
build the liner "Unitad States'
.
history
home
of
--the
only
on
-the_
"Black
North
Fifth
street.
-dairy
MondaY
the
Patients.
adreittedVon
of
mond
bi
cantains
Truman said the has been reached with the union. must-carry, for years to come, he saying?
Several sections of the iron' President
1:00 to Wednesday 5.00-p. m.
farmers of the county.
Said, is that of caring for an in- ANSWERS:
fence have been removed to make steamship line has refused to e'ven Unioti officials Mid yesterday that
,Mrs. W. E. Milted, KoUte 2, Witch."
Mrs. lEsntnett Henry; Wher sonic' ,
creasing number el severely inNow-Korea.
way for the wide driveway, and discuss a possible revision -tif the they had -no statement to make at
' tarns loose $1.500.- Murray; Mr. Jesse Jones,:Route
The-fnilastry
volved patients,. stricken in pre- thing good is going te happen, like
_
contract under which true liner was the present time.
dirt
has
been
reMoved
•
from
.
the
OM each year in the county. or 5, Benton; Mr. Briet Atkins. Rotte
A troopship steamed into Pusan
vious years, who need financial my children and 'grand children '
4 Murray; Mrs. C. C. Lowry. Mur- 'Harbor today carreing the first area. The driveway will be con- built, despite statements by many
More.
coining tp visit me I alweys say.
help.
,
ray; Mr. C. E. Alexander, Route 6, battalion of the Scottish regiment-crete according to ;MOW Churchi!l, government officlils that the sub- FIRE'DEPARTMENT IS
"in our county," said the Chair- "Oh mercy. isn't that wer.derfule
sidy was too bit_
CALLED WHEN BRAKE
'•
As the late President Rooseyilt Benton; Mr. Roy Lynn Morris, -its bonnets. "kilts and baglillses.- owner of the funeral home.
man, "we are paying patient-care
Mrs. ceell Matthias: usually say.
ON TRUCK CATCHES
in regard to the gold at Fort Route 2. Benton Mrs. James P.
costs. for 13 men, women, and chil- "Is that so."
There won't be any joke.: about
x. when asked r.-hat it was Kigore, Route 1. Aln.r: Mr. H. E. , kilts. The Germnns once- nickLOCAL WEATHER REPORT
dren who haee Suffered (torn polio • Mrs, OMR Key; I say "Oh dear
for. "I don't knew what it's Lamb. Hanel; Mr. II yd garland, named the Slant Watch "The LaThe fire department .was called in the past. This is our obligation or "Dees; me" a lot. I try hot
say
The following ts the 12 noon last night about
for, but Ido know one thing, 504 N. 6th St.. Murray; Mr. J. C. dies from' Hell." And they're still
9:00 o'clock when even if not a single7rerseM should affYthing slangy_ lue to the chilDunn, Route 2 Hazel, Ky.; Miss
illeservatiose
from,
the
Murray
State
It ain't tiny."
up things "'quickthe emergency brake on es truck Contract the disease this year. A „,d,eep. they
,
a tough outfit.
Helen Dean 'Clark. Brute S. BenThe annual memoiial service College (either 'Station:
caught fire on 'south 'mirth street correspencting siteatien exsits ly..
On the fightine front. Red artil- will be held at the Palestine church r Present temperature 94 degren. near the Murray
_ We can say-the same tiling for ton: Mr. James Ron ild Outland,
Milli-ti Cempany. throughout the United States, we 'Ur's. Woodson isansosi: I say,
Highest .ysterday 101 degi ees.
i'allhat one and dne-helf million dot- Route 6, Murray; Mrs Willie B. lcr aaroftened up" allied lines for on June 28. The -public is invited
wonderfal," Vial's
my
The fire had oeen extinguished learned at the regfartal conference. "That's
Enoch. 1104 Poplar, Murray; Mr:
uniat attatec But when to attend this service and to atLo
last night 72 degrees.
i's. It ain't bay.
The National Foundation (stimates word.
Ellis Scott, Rome ..3 Pans', Mrs. the R
they found tend the preaching at 11:00 o'clock. Barometic pressure 29.42 falling by the time the tepartinent rriv- that between- 40,000 and 45.000
Mrs.
terry D. Jenes:
guess
sd.
Those Interested in the cemetery
Whether wit,are aided by It di- LotiiteJdseph Wolfe, 36 Anita Drive, the 1lled defenses just as hard as
Relative humidity 49,per tent.
cases from other years were being use the experssion "Oh my, how
ally or, indirectly. 4- streets as Charleston S. •C.: Sirs. Robbie ever --and ttre attack wait threwn are requested to attend the service
Wind from south at four miles
The name of tne :nick driver aided by Chapters at the start of beautiful" more than anything else
also.
a srowing industry in the county.Smothers, Big Sendy. Tenn.
per. hour.
'was not learned.
1952."
lecan think of.

Potato Bug
large A-z
Made By Reds

A Cow and Her Milk Are Soon Parted

sn.ono

lit Crepe

$1.98 and $2.95

'
- Reg. $1.29

special

•

and Blue Swann

59c and 79e

5pair $1.00-

Andrew May Is
Reinstated As
An Attorney

Yanks Wham Cards
-3 Last Night

Chiefs Third With
Fulton Still In
Kitty League'Lead

R.Brownfield
Attends Polio
Meeting

Fishing Sorry For
Weekend* Is Prediction

on

on Panties"
-3p $1.00
Nylon Panties
Mc and $1.00 pr
-

ruler 49c .Value

L DIES hETTER

on Panties
and $2.49 pr.

J. C. Ballew, State
Royal Ambassador
Secretary At Camp

Revival Services
Planned At Kirksay

•

Murray Hospital

it

Agreement Reaehed
—
Between CompanyAnd CIO'Union

New Driveway Being
Made At Local

thp

•

Funeral Home
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Reporter
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Memorial Service
Planned June 28
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Brooklyn Right Hander Toast of All Star Game Jerseys For
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

the preacher wrote it, tile
Ay
I
, PIMA( MIL
matiete police. -One hates exitunk
SMOOCH 7 MM.:. t It I
•
police department would ensire
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BEST WISHES

June 22.
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DAIRY INDUSTRY
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Irvin Cobb Resort

•

he top coon dogs from eight states
fight the largest coons.

Urban G. Starks • •
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-PAUL-BAILEY--
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Admission: Adults, 50c

Milk Remains Low Cost Food

Vesterday"; Results
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Congratulations
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lemon clje 7-5 el iyfaett 5-1
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MOPI DAIRY BUSINESS
:s the aim of
America's Dairy Month

, AlaarIc4i League _
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•
Chicuz,, at2-;:v
'
r -01-2 us at
;eh at Br.00k!yri
1.-7, 'vs Wade ee-3,.•
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American triter .

Washington
CARLOAD BUYERS AND PROCESSORS OF
Byrne '1-7
HYBRID POPCORN
'
South Second Street
Telephone 665
-

WESTINGHOUSE HOME FREEZERS
You might Wonder what Weifinghouse Home
Freezers have
to do with Dairy Month and Farmers.
matter is that farmer; can use Westingh Well, the truth of the
ouse home freezers to
great advantage. And
anything that will save the farmer time asigd money is welcomer,
AO matter what the month
or. year.

N5tiATIA1 1..1.4411.

PARKER SEED COMPANY

07j

/3 9

New , York it 13et:-.,..
:Was1^.• e..t.a, 6.
,
&Aston 2. St I.Ph I itto.'nt !a 4.4

5.

MIMEO

Tc Our
CALLOWAY COUNTY DAIRY FARMERS
During June
Dairy Month

a

Kitty le•aetie

This great sales-building event is featured by
grocers and dairies everywhere. builds new en,
thusessin by, promoting good eating for cscryoae..We believe its g)od business. not only for_
the, deity industry but for tl‘e good of agricul...,
rum. the foundation of the nation's eConermy and
the American way of life..

••.

Bea k!yn 5' -Chic mg 0
Pittsburgh •. New ,Yoia. 1ee eeei- 6. Philad ephea 4
.7 Buoiai 4

Tosjay's Games

It's Dairy Month again-the time when
Americans from coast to-coast drink more milk
'and eat more *dairy foods than ever and learn
to 'Ace them better!'

e

le

National Ltaime

•

;

MMus, a low cost food has Mai*. mentei call for more milk produer
tainedf its record detpite the fact tion.'Milk is ennsidered the nation's
-• eleavelreigme•operat I ng expenses and 'umhet 1 f
raw product costs have been at
That milk is a low cold food h
indicated by a U. R. Department cif
high levels, according to
,state president of the' Agriculture study which shows that
American Dairy A.sooieteee.
an hour of factory labor today
Milk. including dairy products. is buy almost three times A3 much
the most widely used food in the milk at the same hour bought in
tountry, comprising more. than 90 1914 and almost twice as much a*
per cent of the foods purceased Am- it bought in 1929. A worker could
, fatally by the average American. buy *twee seven quirts of milk
"A quart of milk is.more than for one hour's wages ip 1951.
two pounds of few]." said Mr. a • • In order to keep milk in elle top
,"and milk is a bargain bracket a• a low-cost food the inbecause there is ne waste, every dustry through the American
can he used. A much larger Dairy Association is -making confood budget would he needed in the certed efforts to increase s•let
• iv:erase hornele the vitamin', nip- through promotion financed tiv
ralo and calories supf/fied by milk dairy farmersyhe dairy farmer is
had to
secured from other also. making\ ew efforts at 'Foil
sours.
conditioning, letter feeds and im"The United States is the lead- provemen't of his output. Ness',
ing dairvsration in the world and met lied* of peoeuetion ond distribudairy 'arrears are matenc tremen- tion help Is !make milk and its
dous efroits to answer the Gwent- product" the be t food buys.

A VIrestinehouse iFlome freezer on the
farm is a grseat food
saver. Food that otheiwise is
wasted can he processed and
fro-cru right M- your nivn home. ,Farmors
usually have plenty
cf food, h..d the problem is how to' keep
this food fresh and
good for usZ at any time during the year.
A Westinghouse Home Freezer is the
answer. Come in to
Flewed.cm's the naxt time you are in 'town,
and let iis show you
:!•i• quaiitice of the Westingho
use. Home. Freezer that makes it
truly the farmer's' friend.

PURDOM'S ,Inc.
.
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preacher wrote la leeMettoett police. "One hates teihinit
Police department would engire =
ace- r
racket of collecting Miles
en n a
.
from innocent citizens."
i be
— The Maftion police chief eicePliel
eel- that the_ officer must hsv41,4,24_
a mistake- in copying the :lumbar '
3aY and issued an invitatioa to the
'tied preacher to visit Matton aidee
iUfl for himself that
were no
thereee.
rackets here. ,
in
411•3.--fikV1 the
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Frusta Custard
2 eggs; % cup sugar; 1 teaspoon vanilla extract; lei cups
evaporated milk, thoroughly
chilled. Beat eggs, add smear and
vanilla and continue beating ur.
til sugar is dissolved. Whip milk
Very stiff. Fold in egg mixture
quickly and lightly. Pouf at once
Into cold freezing trays. Freezing requires about 1% hours. Onehalf cup chopped salted pecans Of
peanuts may be added to mixteas
Wore freezing. Yield: 1 quad,
Chocolate Sauce
% cup white corn syrup; 1 <up
sugar; Ni cup water;3 squares Liter chocolate (3 ounces), choppeJ
1 teaspoon vanilla extract; 1 cu,
evaporated milk. Boil syril.
Sin-ar and water to a soft ball
stage (235°F.) Remove from h, at
and add the chocolate. When eh,.
date is melted, stir in the vanilla
and milk. Yield: 2% cum.
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w Outdates - SUNDAY'S CHURCH

e According
Histo

SERVICES

10:00 3m,
11:00 am. CATTLE A PPE AR FINICKY
7:30 LAM. ABOUT TREATED GRASS

'Down Concord Here & Yoder

Wednesday Evening prayer /0* .'

_service

,

LINC044, Neb.
Bromic
. --8.:liti p: m. grass
which has been fterelized

—
The crops are sure needing a
-rain here, and most eeeryehere.
Mrs. Katie Ellison isn't as well
as usual, she is not able to be up
now. We hope she is soon better.
Mr. and Mrs. lechard Self and
children ate chicken -supper with
Mr. ,and Mrs. John Arnold and
children Saturday night.. The Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Armed
were Mr. andeMrs. Richard Self
and daughter and son, Mr Scott
11dcNobb, Mr. .Willard Gordan and
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Burn and
daughter and son.

Way

•
with a high arte of nitrogen seems
It's too warm for happy living
Sinking Springs Baptist Church to be. unpalatable to :erne, ac- down Concord viay. A Mae from
Sunday School
10:00 cording to experiments.
Xmases stopped in ard said they
Morning Worship
11:00
efffi
T1e---4ettseestrowede that- -datey
AVM- 7lYiffnlifirllnion
7:
Ill
e has always bean a popular
calves ,readily will e.it grass which ours.,
Evening Worship
8 p.m.
Mr. and Mri."Jimmy Garrett and
th, but never mere so than
Prayer Meeting Wed. et 7:30 p.m. have been fertilized wth 90 and son' of Bearloorn,, Mitt.. visited in
it became designated as June
140 pounds of nitrogen per acre.
Month. With all the erfthusThey seem to shun the grass whieh Calloway 'county, after, touring in
characteristic of baseball
Locust Grove Holiness Church
has been treated with 350 and 740 California.
We decided to get acquainted
dairy spokesmen declare that
Kirksey, Kentucky pound!' per acre.
With *erne of our cabin ewelleea
has never looked better than
Rev. E. T. Cox, Pastor
e
down the Johnny Reee roan SunS in 1952.
Sunday School
10:00 am. Cattlo .in the highly fertilized
unfertilized day.
those who comment that June
Morning Worship
11%9) a.m. plots neve' clipped the
We -found' that at the former
Mr. and Mrs, John Arnold and
Month is a comparatively
Preaching every 2nd and 4th Sun- fence roW .grass closely, lie raid
none of the'Calves have get sick Lynch Coleman place a Mt. Wes four children and Mr. and Mrs.
n appellation, these same
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
day
from
Hillsboro
eell.
had
three Richard---Self and_ two children
!roil the highly 1cl-tinted _grass
sawn poet out that the nanie
Rev. C. Zevenbergen, Pastor
,Sunday School every Sunday . • leettly modernly equipped apart- spent an enjoyable afternoon
but the yseem to dislike it.
itself 'dates back only.-a
Phone 1029-R
ments
ear
rent,
and
thathe
had
a swimming at the Kentucky Lake.
e of centuries, The cow, as Sunday School
10 am.
gocei road leading- directly to the
Mr. and Mrs. John Walton Kimdjunct to good living, far an Morning Wiership .....
11 am.
Waters edge down the hill.
bro-and son visited Mr. and Mrs.
ca "June." In a mooe only Junior P. Y. P. A.
6:30 p.m.
we
went
to
'Howard's
Bluff
Then
Pete Self Saturday and Sunday.
tly colored with facetiousness Evening Evangelistic
7:30
Where we were eurizised to be
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self and
quote:
Wednesday midweek service
7:30
this
corrnionodious,
ineited
into
children visited Mrs. Katie ElliJune; symbols month of Saturday P. Y. P. A.
7:30
zornirrtable house by -Jack Gard- son Saturday morning, The Ski,
ing brides
ner. who with he tamily was va- along with Mrs. Ellison and naughMilk and all its by-procationing in carefree style by the
Mrs. Counts, and granddaughbesides),
College Presbyterian Church
waters edge.
fai visited anotner sick friend.
or; much more thin the month
1601 Main Street
St'ange how folks get tired of Mrs. Burlin Woods.
January
,Rev, Orval Austin, Minister
their beautifully kept and -elabcirou tempt us with the dainties
Church School
Mr. and Mrs. Toby Runven and
9:45
ately furnished homes and.love to
the dairit
Morning Worship
11:00
get. b:ick close to nature end go srn hove just returned home from
give due credit to the simple Subject:
bare lot under roofs where it West Virginia, where they had
me;
"A Great Day To Be Half Alive"
domiltinatter whether .digies ..afe t_gone. to 'see Mr. Rulayo.n's grange
o hand of,m4in, no chemistry,
'some
+ washtd, beds made or evzrything inether, who is sick - hilt.
no vine
.
better at this tim 2.
kept spotlessly clean.
Distills a More delicious, healthble and Mrs. PetSeIf and Ctara
We eropped by Johnny Reed's
flest-Chrtettan -toureis
111 N. Fifth St.
where it looked like the neighbor- visited Mr. and Mrs. Burlin Woods
an does the cow. for which
hoed had assembled. Johni.y Reed Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Robert 4 Jarman, Minister
should respect her'.
had just returned from a trip to .114r,
9:30
nd as for butter, ice cream, Church School
and Mrs. Johnathan KimArkansas, 'where he had lived
Morning Worship
10:50
se, etcetera,
bro and daughter have returned to
forty-one years agor-He *gemed
6:00
versatility should ,surely get Christian Youth Fellowship
their home .here -after spending a
so disappointed to- figat ortyNo Evening Service
a
year in BEchig.an.
DOUBLE DESIGN MASTERPIECE-445431
one year -halt-wro
Ta5-Many
ace of-honor-1h the Ball of
Next Sunday, is church day,
r "Masterpiecee" is a proven Jersey bull that was bred, changes in Arkansas end the peo- everybody is invited to come to ow'
proved and purchased from C. W. Shipman, Shelbyville, ple had grown older there. .'
•
e herewithenortinate her Mr
church at Poplar Spaings, Sunday.
The First Methodist Church
We also stopped in at the former
Ky. He is classified Excellent at nine years of age and
same.
June 22, and every second and
Fifth and Maple St.
Pleas
Jones
house net.- r where old' fourth Sunday.
o artist's brush can gild, much
is a superior sire with eleven daughters averaging 8,598
Rev. Paul-T. Lyles, Pastor
Blood River church stood. s
enamel,
—still 'just a Hill Billie
Sunday School
9:45 pounds of milk, 5.3 per cent test and 463 pounds of bute virtues .01...4he..cmm._ Olir
Morning Worship -10118
terfat. Twelve classified daughters average 83.3 per Like Jotitin):"Reed- vehen I passer-e mammal! 7
••
IT.
042A3IIVPILUSED
object:
cent. Masterpiece has bred- over 15,000 cows artificially , where ad- Vroodlawn "U-Neee hetire
connection with the antiqtatY "When Is A Church Christion"
once stood I thought I should see . • •
in
number
of
daughters
in
Kentucky
and
has
a
large
domesticated cattle it is interest. Wesley Foundation Vespers
Anna Mary Barrow, Hubert Gar;
6:30 production as a result of these services.
to note that the ciairy cow be- Evening Worship
risen and all those ether splipol ,LTDINE. "Italy, June 19, 1 1./13)-•
730
1
tthew Ridgway, now Ire.
_to-Jsue of- the lila_ Lane"
erica. Although none of her Today Is The Day of Salvation"
court. where I played with them peeling his southern' land forces
stors came o'er on the May.
once upon a time. But now in the in Italy, praised l0,000
nvicor
that passed
'r, the first of them arrived
Jake Lassiter home where I board- eroops
-*,
•
Jamestown Colony in 1611. and
ed and had 'chocolate cake every'. near Udire today. .
Baptist
First
Church
The
Plymouth Colony a few years
day. some . Chicago
people--a
S.
Fourth
St.
in 1624.
charming .Osborn couple, are try.
Bro. Robert Hart will recite
Dr. H. C. Chiles. Pastor
ing to learnt all the arts of farm- poetry no more on ;his earth to
9:30
Most consumer:, know of milk Church School
ins known to Flarmoy Pareer, Bob eager School children. He also fin10:50 am.
nature's perfect food." it was Morning Worship
Elkins and the other few farmers ished his course this week.
ted, "but thhre are mans other Subjectleft for neighbors..
If we Cbuld see beyond the !sixthly
*as-known facts about 4t. FOP e-x- 'Work Out Your Own Salvation'
Changes'-are taking place in our
sorrow
6:45
ample, although milk is a liquid, Training Union
community. Every week almost, Beyond the pees
:
ant riet as God
8:00
it has less water content than most Evening Worship
Christ
7th & Poplar Phone 391
John H. kirtnn, Minister
Regular Program:
Sunday: Bible Study begins IV
a. m.
Preaching, 10:45 a. m. and 7 p. in.
Monday, .College students, basement, Library Building 7 p. in,
Friday: Women's Bible Class at
church, 2 p. M.
Radio Sermon, daily Monday
through Erlday, 12:30 to 12:45.
Murray Church of

1.

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
Once again we join with all America in a
tribute to the American dairy farmer, the
number -one man in America's number one
agricultural industry . . . supplying the nation's millions with basic foods.
month in
and month out . —ray in and year out . .
in helping to maintain the American standard'
of good—living! We salute him for the MILK
ICE CREAM
. . . BNTTER .. CHEESE.
. . . and other dairy items that add to much
goodness to the daily menu.
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THE LEDGER de TIMES, MURRAY,'KENTUCKY
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

..19s
...
•
e than beefsakke.' Fluid milk "The Peace of Christ"

he Log Contest
-Afternoon

d Cream constroplion 'in 1951
as approximately • 60050 billion
unds, an amount which _if lined
in quart cintainers-would
retch around the world fourteen
limes. Although the price of milk
hg higher than ten years ago, its
east is lower in relation to hour'
ellinipWs by production workers in
industry.

Memorial Baptist church
Wain Street at Tenth
__ S. E. Byler, Pastor
9:30 a. m.
Sunday School
10.10 sm.
Morning Worship
Baptist Training Union--6 15 pe TM*

AT

••••••

need
for
Milk!

M1

Main or flavored ... any way -you like it,
MILK'S good and good for you. MILK helps you
keep fit . .. helps you look better and feel
better too. MILK is everybody's-favorite for cooling refreshment and goodness flavored to your
taste! Drink three glasses a day ... it's a good
habit

day file Will Pattereen went out We would be braver, knowing
into the harden and never returned.
some tomorrow
He had just enjoyed a • family Will still hold happiness for you 605 Main Street
reunien at -his home one week
and me.
before.
--Chatterbox

WALKWAY CHIEFTAIN MARION PEARL-90480 7.30 p.m.
Evangelistic Hour
"Marion" is a proven Holstein bull that was bred by
Good News Hour — Broadcast
Walk Bros., Neoga, Illinois, where he was outstanding in
"'Total, farm production of milk 'WNBS 9:00 p. m.
Tuesday
3:46 p.m. transmitting size, type and production. He is the largest
all _dairy products in 18:51
119.584,000,000 pouads. Produc- H. L. Hardy Jr. chapter el It. A's bull in the stud weighing about 2700 pounds. Marion's
first five daughteri average 12,411 pounds of milk, 4.1
n coats have increased tremen- meets at 1302 Poplar St.
usly -lit recent years. The U, S. Wednesday
3:00 pm. per cent test and 505 pounds of butterfat. He has a
Sunbeam
Band
meets
at
church
part:tient of Agriculture states
number of daughters milking in Kentucky now and they
t the maintenance ef milk pro- teachers & offic,,rs meeting i:00 are very.good.
....,a111:11111116
tion above the 1951 levels seems
(lily desirable, but does not apl G. A's meeting at the church 7:00
ar practicable under prospective Pah.

ne 22.,

You
ne-ver
outgrow
your

'4

• .

Telephone 170

arm

•••••••••••••••

obb Resort

AOgs from eight states
Dons.

uctionecondltioits.'The number Prayer, Praise and Fellowship
Service
Wed. 7:30 p. m.
milk cows has been-leleelining
adily since 1945, indicating that
any- -farmers- art. turninr Increase° what they believe to be
Oak Grove Baptist Church
ore remunerative
agaicultural
3 miles West of Hazel
ursuits."
Robert Clark, Pastor

FOR GREATER LIVESTOCK PROFITS
USE THE NEW THREE-IN-ONE
FORAGE IIARVESTER

Isored By
BAILFX

CASE
Portable Elevator

'NEW

Adults, 50c
isamakimionv

FORAGE BLOWER

-I

forFastHandling of

IS

GREENHILLS BOY BOA-64208
"Boy Blue" is a proven Brown Swiss sire from Ohio,
whose six daughters averaked 11,302 pounds of milk and
463 pounds of butterfat. The Swiss are known to produce ii—watt) developed, fast growing calf with excellent
veal characteristics and the breed also holds some national -records on milk and butterfat production. -

0.GRAIN
• EAR CORN

Y FARMERS
vlonth

GUERNSEY COW

The Inside Story of Better Forage At Lower Cost
Fetders of livestock and dairy cattle will want to tithe advantage of

this new A-C FORAGE HARVESTER and BLOWER. A small crew
can soon. turn a field of corn into an abundance of winter feed.
• Lower cost
• Less work
.evi..a.elsti_s_ir...*•P
• One man operation

• BALES

'REEZERS

lome Freezers have
11. the truth of the
m home freezers to.
I will save the far.
er what the month

Harvest All Forage Crops With the New Allis Chalmers
"3 In One" Forage Harvester

,rm is a gr,eat food
be processed and
Jsually have plenty
his food fresh and

4 Put away all three crops 'vim
one , machine. Light enough
for one man so move;-trailertype (chassis for quick travel.
V-heft drive, simple and safe.
Built • with bronze bearings,
many features for endurance.
Available with its own engine,
belt pulley, or quick-coupling
power take-off eirive.

iswer. Come in to
Id let us show you
aezer that makes it

IC.

IN FORWA1D-34173
WEI retME,
"Forward" is a proven Guernsey bull that, was purchased from Welcome-In Farms, Dublin, Ohio. He is a
son of the great Langwater Forward bull and out of a
f good
sfromarfff
daughter o
aw
tehrereChum.
hen Forward's
has ive
proof is
artificial
i ialfbreeding
gw
now has--five
°P daughters averaging 8,962 pounds of milk, 4.8 per cent
PHONE 270 test and 430 pounds of butterfat. This ig an increase of
1032 pounds of milk and 52 pounds of butterfat over
their dams.

505 WALNUT

CORN — All field and sweet corn for silage.
SORGHUM _ Baize, kaffir, milo for sage.
STANDING GRASSES and LEGUMES _ Alfalfa, all clovers and
grasses cut direct for silage.
WINDROWED CROPS — Cured and wilted hay chopped for quick
delivery and easy handling in mow, silo, or stack.
STRAW CHOPPED FOR BEDDING — Last longer, requires less
space for storage.

HOLSTON COW

McKee' Equipment Company
Sell"

Material is fed with almost
human control.
Triple action knives chop —
carry _ throw.

CONNER IMP. Co
"OPERATED BY A FARMER Who Knows a Farmer's Needs"
WEST MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1313
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WOMEN'S PAGE Club News Activ#ies1PERSONA LS
Emirrnes. Meer.
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.nom AI or 1150111
••Miss Agnes IVeskitt
---Itattored-ArriMi•
At Greenarres Laire
Members of the VesPiams

A.-

Mr:
OfieCiri
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W eddings Locals

CongrattilationiF-To All The
-Callowiy -County
Dairy Farmers

Coc
For

vvhat is \,&:

Dorcas Class Holds
At Home
,
DAIRY QUEEN ,r,Ifeetitte
• if Sexton

t

I

r"

rii_001

Nearly Blind 14dy
36 Years Old Gets
College Diploma

june"
The finest evergreens will soon
become uneightl) _ unless teey are
pruned every year, warns Prof.
N. R. Elliott of the 'atty.:tray ut
Kentucky horticulture department.
About one-half of the new growth
should be removed between June
1 and July 15. Howeter, the central tip of an evergreen should
not be removed unless' the tree
has reached the height at whieh it
is to remain, he said. Old ever-

Pines. firs and spruces have a
turns at growth that is like the
letter -Y" with a central prong.
About half of this year's growth
of the prong should be rsmoved.
Til X US or yew, arborvitae, hemlock and most of the junipers may
be pruned with a sharp knife or
hedge shears.
• Boxwood should be pruned with
a sharp knife while holding . each

young

shoot

Over

ray

index finger.

=zi-z=T2:==§=
—-- =4:22•simini7==
Best Wishes Dairy Industry.

• • •
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Mr. and firs Ca:rlie Farmer
ron leigg, Jackie Piper. Johnhave retmxped from_ Chicago ILL
By VIstled Press
•
fly _Adams. Nance Prier., -Dean -P
Getting through colltge wail a bit Where they attended the gradu•
r, Judah Darpiall..Diarai`Jackson,
exercises of their sort,
III13 Turner. Dicke Watson.' Beth harder for her than for her tlass- mien
Dwell. Joe Reed. Linda Reed. mates, but Mary. Laverne Ritchey Charles Farmer, Jr., who received
Danny Billinaton, Ronald Pigg. of Everett, Pa., has her degree to- his doctor's degree fromm :he Chicago Musical College. He was ene,
Linda Goff, Miloaean Smith. Nor- day.
The 36-year-old woman is nearly of two persons who received this
ma Smith. 134 bbe Hanel!. Nedra
PricreJuan Duncan. Nancy Bazzeil. blind and is ill with diabetes- degree. While they were there LitJimmie Watson, a..3erael Pigs Bev- She was graduated, along with tle Miss Patricia Fartnet cefebrated
erly 'Smith, Nancy Smith*and Anna some 23-hundred othsr serecirs, at her fifth birthday and she returrthe University of Pennsylvania yes- ed to Murray with her grandparLee Adams.
terday. But she still hasn't picked ents for a two weeks visit.
Those missing only one ciey we-re
up her diploma. That'll have to
Howard Smith. Sue Smith, Carlos
wait until she recovers from a
Pigs. Pat Hughes:Sieve Harrison,
broken ankle suffered last FriJanie Smith. Max Hughes. Martha
day,
_Suetthe-A.nua
ëblincl wcsthen fat while tiDoores and Betty Adams.
ins to steady a blind friend as
Others earelied were Janice Watthey, walked across a small footson, Donald Watson, Brenda Johnbridge in a Philadelphia perk.
n."Johnee Stow. Linda Baldwin,
She plans to teach blind children
Lowell Reed. Shelby Smith Norin Uniontown. Pennfylvania. bema DOOreS. Kenneth Huff, Sue
gioning June 30.
Huff. Jerry Bazzell, Calvert House,
The courageous a 'man is unCorn on the cob, dripping with Burrot
Judy Simmons, Gary eanmens and
daunted by her misfortunes.
Mary Ann Piper.
... they go together for downright,
Mm-m-m
Says she----"Tee found this life
The following parsers furnished
will give us almost everything we
Naturally, nothing can take the place
goodness.
refresments: Mesdames Noele Fuwant if we don't all, A' the burqua. Newell Doores, Mary HeneBUTTER, for nothing 4utters lilce BUTTER
dens which we have accumulated
rick. Marvin Smeh, l3ossiC Thee..
Henry mails 011ie regg, Feld Bee through the yeane ta bteak cetr
that comes from golden delicious cream. Always
-hearts.lington, F.cales Balinron 'arid Cecil
use,BUTTER for flavor goodness.
Bazzell and Miss Lou, Srreth.
'
Those . Providing -teanspe rtation Mrs. Cecil Barzele Mrs Eccles Bil&today and Monday
were Mrs. Edd Billineton, George lingtun. Mrs. Aver; Harrison. Jr.
'egg.' Mrs. Victor _Simmons. Mrs. Mrs. Noble neves and leis. Edd
"BIRD OF PARADISE"
Billingtore
teachers; Ann:. Lou
NOilind Smith. 0: J. Brazen Anne
in teehttieolor with
Lou Doors. Mrs. As-cry Harrison. Doores, pianist: Mrs. Howard RAZ- Loul. Jourdan,
Debra Paget MEMBER
z..11,
song
leader; frences Fuqua,
Jr.. and Frances risque.
HAZEL,
Wilatirjrnir/Wigiem,
Other helpers ,
iere as follows: director.

K

FIRTEirtE/E1E/2

95 DRIVE IN

BUTTER
Mm-m-M
Makes the Difference

DEES BANK OF HAZEL.
kY,

Come In for a

one!

1

I

1303 West Main

•
Alton Nichaux. age 03, uncle'of
Emmett Henry of the county, is
very ill in Bt. Louir, Mo. Its ts
the youngest brother of Mrs.-Alice
Manning who is now II3. Macon
Newport, a nephew, is at the bedside of Mr. Nichaux.
•••
Dr. Hugh McElrath spent last
weekend with his niece Mrs. Duke
Pettit of Princeton.
.• •
Miss Ama McNeill of Wingo and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill George of Winter Haven, Fla., were guests Of
Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Heaves and
daughter. Carolan.

I A "TOAST" TO JUNE DAIRY MONTH I
F
.:771

I

d•

-Mr. and Mrs. James Tarltoil and
three daughters of Royal Oak.
Mich., are visiting her parents, Mr.
said Mrs. Hafford Rogers, and other
relatives in the county for three
weeks.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Pese Underwood
are bath ill at their home in TamThe Daily Vacation Bible School pa. Florida. Mr. Underwood is
at Mt. Hebron _.Methodist Church very weak at the present time at
closed Sunday'reehe June 15, with a Tampa hospital. Her siallet, Mrs.
ea
e,e, commencement progeasa
Willie Grogan 'Jokes, is at their
bedside.
-a
fifty-two pupils Pee enrolled
for the
and the average attendaiice vies 41 Those receiving
cell/lea-Fes bar extifeaci atteridaece

Miss Patricia McCarthy And John William Fifty-Two.Pupils
Wiggs II Are Wed In Church Ceremony
Enrolled At Bible.
Of .intereet to'Murrayans is tits
Walter C. Williams, Jr. of ?slur- School, Mt. ifehron

faTfy
k
gathered Tuesday afteraton . at Wedding:of Miss Patricia McCar- say, cousin of the bridegroom,
Greenneres Lake in Paris, retire, thy and John William - Weis 31 screed as best man. Us'hers were
tor a picnic in honor of Miss Agnes which took place in Arlington, Va.. Ray Meyers of Culpepper, Va..- and
Ttee
—
Aesbitt.- fiancee -of- Cpi. Ernest Wil- on Satarday, June 14. at twe Robert Todd of -Dyersbure Tena.
on We
liais. w-ho-are visiting his parents, o'clock in the afternoon.
- Immediately following the cereof .1ae
The . group entoyed boating and -Rev. Father Wangler erea.t the mony a reception was held et this
Woma
mpresitve
double
fishing
during
ring
the
ceremony home of the bride's mother, Mrs.
afternoon and
vice Q
later .a bountiful teas: wai spread in the St. •Thornas More Osumi% ChatexraleniedriEa.d Va.'-d McCarthy.
held
in
Arlingtone
tables
o
m
n
rs
thp
e
at
,
all. i,:.in
--Vas--ie.s lake
xt elide. en.
•
thirty
Those who wf.:%-e there tor the
The church was beautifully deThe bride's table was ceiterlaie
Mrs.
ttiating.,
corated
.
Mi.ss
Were.
with
baskets
._ Nesbitt and
of white with a white cloth and deeorated
gram --Cpl. Willestes linen New *lurk City. tock and gladioli with greenery in 'the wedding motif Mrs. Perry
ertion
entwmede To further enhance the S. Cotter of Morris, Tend., and
childr
lemge
Mr. and Mes. Bryant Willian.s and wedding scene were the seveni Mrs. Walter C. Williams,
eisaptt
Jr.. of
son
of
Paris.
'Mr.
and
Mr;
branched floor candelabra.
James
Murray. alternated at the punch
lelktre
Williams
arid
children
of
Murray.
Jack Galagher of Culpepper, Va., bozi•res,
The
Mr. and Mrs Vyron Maceell aret organist, presented a lovely .pro
id th,
W iggs is the daughter
children
of
Fulton.
Mrs
Erwin
tram of nuptial music. The tra- Mrs. Charles Edwa
Spark!.
McCarthy
afr
Herrniaen
zaildsen
ef
Forest
ditional wedding marches were and the late. Mr. :McCarthy of
talk 0
Park.
Richard
111,
Tutt
Cleveused for the processional and re- Alexandria. Va. She attended MurIn Ot
, -lance-Miss and Mr. and Mrs. W. cessionaL
Miss
ray State • Colic ge.
The bride was given in marMrs.
'I he bridegroom is the son of
see-riage .by a friend of the family,
circle,
Frank B. Wiggs et Atlanta, Ga.
•••• ee. "ee-- "se, as.teeswenet Perry S. Cotter of Norris. Tenn.
SCSSI Li
ani Mrs. Ruth Frey Wigge "of
Her wedding gown was of eeports
NAM;
Washington. D. C. He is the grandt
ed, and of ankle leifailt:Tha heal- of Mr. and Mrs. John Wit.
ed, and u fankle length. ahe hentLaw Wiggs of Paris. Tenn. He is
The
swas-iessiloprce -and was t'm-•is
sp
aTiadiiate of- Murray State CotMrs. e
broide'rrd. She wore white netts
tee where he eas listed in Who's
ments
which came to .a paint at herWho in American Colleges end
and.
wrist. Her chapel length veil was
Universities While attending Mute
Mre f
fastened to a julette cap and her
'ray State College vreere he Was
only jewelry was a single strand
/employed at the Riley Furniture
of peatas gift o: the bridegroem.
Company..
She carried 3 crescent shaped
bridal bouquet of white gardenias
Following the cc rem any the
watt satin streamers.
couple left for a wedding trip
Miss Anne Dean McCarthy. sis- after which they will be at- home
For
ter of the bride' was need of in Curpepper. Va., where Mr.
salad
-honor and the only attendant. Her Wigg is Coortanaior of Distribu:tut i
dress was veltaw organdy* feath- hive :Education n the high beho.31.
wed
ers:led eater the aride's are she
Bridal Dinner
Fill
carried a colonial bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs Walter C. Williams.
. with
Jr. of Murray entertained wan.
„ee e, bons
.
• dinner ate.Parchens Resteuranr
th
in Washington.
dit- Friday
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DAIRY QUEEN is • feriae whale
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FROZEN s•cosas before yea eat-11
evening at seven-thirty oalock.
SANITARILY SERVED from
-The Ministry of. Nessie was ere!
• subject of the program presented
IRLEE7.ER to yew
under the direction of 'Harry
Haaspeher. itenester of mesic of
ITS DIFfERENT !acres. of IN
the church.
NEW, SMOOTH ds.;,i geodesists.
" Taking part in the program were
NUTRITIONAlajt
VITAMINS, isersaak .i.4 seetam. , Cris+ rd end Mr irimpseer
Group singing. ,was he'd with
i
REFRESHING .. sieisfyiagl
I,Mrs Crawford at the piano and
l Mrs -Perdue leadrig the groups
SOLD ONLY
Gomez*
Mrs. a T. Lille. president. conDAIRY QUEEN STORES.
ducted a short business sessian.
Refreshmetes were served by
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Group VI, Mrs. Sexton. captain.
assisted by Mrs. 3uel Jetton, Mrs:
t"'"
eetit
Keith Morris and Mrs: A. A, Doaista's
herty.
.
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Perdue. Thyra Crawtord, Myrtle
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greens grown into trees shculd oot
be pruned at aft

1

J\)•1
mos how your present ear is probably

CASTLE-E. PARKER, D. D. S.
41.11P(*Unce$

the opening -of - -his

Practice of Dentistry
in the Medical Buddha*
t_iuth Fifth Street

-

Murray,
10th Century-Fox Star Mitzi Gaynor raises a "toast" to SLIP(' Dairy
Merith and the U. S dairy industry as she drinks a glass of milk Isetween •
"takes• in her Hollywood dressing roam.
Dairy Month, June 1-30. a star in its own right on the American
scene, is being staged for the 16th consecutive /ear. Its purpose is
to
further an even better understandirig of the contribution dairy foods
.
snake to the nation's health and the stabilization of our economy.
About 10 million Americans gain livelihood from the productloge.
processing and distribution efifoods such as ice cream, milk„bintne,
cheese, evaporated milk and dry milk. The dairy industryecontribut
ee'
at least 10 billion dollars to national commerce.
Miss Gaynor will soon be seta us the neasenipicture cur:keit',
'We're
Net Married."
--
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I —in trade on a new

2 DODGE

HUGO WILSON MOTOR
SALES
South Third and

CREDIT RESTRICTIONS ARE LIFTED...,
MONTHLY PAYMENTS ARE LOWER
COME IN...FIND OUT HOW EASY
IT IS TO OWN A DODGE NOW!

Maple

FRtE P.100F

JUNE ttifitat 14101M,

PHONE 682

.
.
;:iL month of June all Ariturter sa.
lyre:, :Queen Bess" for her untiring efforts
thrcrughotit the year in providing you with
mare iti fr_.,od, more in-refreshment, and more
jri health than you could pie_for your_mone in
.in other way.
•
That's why we'say "Hat3 off to Queen Bess .

And look what you get!

Dodge Give

* Dazzling Array of New Spring Colorst
* Famous Criflow Ride theft smoothes bumpiest roads!
* Watchtower" Visibility for greeter safety!
* More heed room, leg room, hip room I
* Money-Saving Dodge Dependability!
oni anl e1•4p,e5, :lime
4/
1
41,

the dairy farriers and dairy foods!"

\MM.

Sp.,;

CHESTNUT ST.

PHONE

ill

Come in for searr tree
"Show Down" booklet
that Itas you compare
Dodge, feature by feature, with cars costing
lerndreds of dollars more.

cho,p• witAau. non",

MAKE YOURS A TROUBLE -FREE VACATION IN

OLTIAND,
Seed & Popcorn Compam

More

for Your Mlney

A DEPENDABLE DODGE

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
301 S. 4th Street.

21 1

Phone 1000
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greens erown into treen sheuld uti
be pruned at all

'on
are
of.
ut
nt.
rth

Inc

Pines. firs and spruces have
feral of growth that is like the
letter "Y" with a central prang.
About half of this year's growth
of the prong should be resmoved.
Texus or yew, arborvitae, hern- /
lock and most of the junipers mit,y
be pruned with a sharp knife or'
hedge shears.

tnild • Boxwood should be pruned With
•cie
a sharp knife while .1cilding each_
it
er- young shoot over tee index finger.
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ELIZABETH DALY

"Nut on this side of you, aneshe get my fingerprints for you? I
dont know a thing about a mur- way," agreed Nordhall, retartlin;
the smile. "I noticed as we came
der."
"Now, now," saf/1 Nordhall. func- downstairs."
tioning again web-zest 'Of course
"On. It's In my bag-my service
you know all about it. Young fel- bag. Dont know why I brought it
Je.
and
low. came- nere to Nee you,
along; et isn't much -. of an *eget-rome headed him off. We'll cer- meet in my case. What were you
tainly tie the boy in sooner or saying?"
later, he must nave been somebody
-You and Captain Austen were
1111,11 m a k e t or a dressingCaptain Austen Knew out there. In different outfits, I thoughL"
rem"
What's your name, by the way?"
Bayles lighted • eigaret and
"Better go after him now, per-Tom Bayles."
smoked as It in a dream. "Yes,
sixof
kid
a
Only
"Mr. Bayles.
different outfits. We were in the
The por te r came back. was
teen, this boy must have been
UpOS& and went away. Gray Aus- when he knew Captain Austen. but same hospital, though, out there
in no nurry to wave the
on the coast. There wasn't much
you may remember him. Let's go
e; ne stood almost alone
the matter with me. I'd picked up
lower ievel, what do
the
to
down
information desk, lighting
is bug and I had combat fatigue."
you say, where we can sit and
He looked at Nordhall sternly.
t: traffic was thinning for
talk? You don't have to do any
t.
Nordhall shook his head. "Gad
it."
do
I'll
remember.
talking,
all and Gamadge walked
Beyies said, looking down at Ms thing."
dowhe broad stairs and across
"So Austen and I got to be
leg. "1 wouldn't nave let you get a
the eigecourse: Austen had turned.
hand on me if it wasn't far this., pretty good friends in there, and
and eilla iimping toward the ramp.
when I got my discharge I hung
"That's silly."
They caught up with him.
just going to take It off." around anti waited tor hen. I had
was
"I
the
on
Nordhan touched iii m
"Mr. Gamadge thought It would no special plane. I have just a insarm. lie iookeo around, allW tia•
be • nice kind of disguise tor you ter ano an mint in Illinois, don't
, and stepped back • little;
-just not walking with 0, limp, see niuch -of them. Never
adre was expressionless.
;M
sprinting around as good as any- mean. since I grew up. Se...."
- Nordhall said: "We have no war- body. You thought If anybody got his voice drifted-off.
rant yet for your arrest, Mr. Augafter you the word would be out
"So you waited around for Ausbut I thought you wouldn't
for a lame man?" Nordhall shook ten," said Nordhall. e
us
with
talk
UMW
a
'saving
'the
head.
his
"Till he could navigate with
the same. All the stuff will be
Bayles looked at G is in a (1 g
brace on. By the time he got used
g through tomorrow, a n d
looked away. "How does he get to it we were both out of the army..
Of our men took your picture
Into it?" he &Mice shoetly.
Ile got a car, and asked rne to ride
this afternoon while y ou were
Gamadge said: "Serena got to out to Oregon with him, have aret
Walking the dog, and we have your
little tun on the way. We had. the
me first."
Sagcrprinte"
Bayles showed anger now for tun, arid by the time we got to a
He stood staring.
Gawormy little town near Portland e
looked at
"Se as you can imagine," said the first time: he
expression, Ga- We hadn't much "my left. You must
Nerdhall cheerfully, "it's only a madge with the
must understand," said Bayles. -Austen
witestion of time. So why shouldn't madge thought, which Rena
nail driven was tough. Very tough. Nice tel.
you get a statement in first, before have seen and which
'
nonse. "Why, ler, but tough. Ile'd pet up a good.
the other two start tal rkrir We her out of the Austen
those books. -show for ris uncle, themeh, the one
hare reason to think that you may the little-she did read
been
he'd
and
after,
named
witi
lying-" he
not nave had a hand In that Mur- then. 01 all the cheating,
"That's funny," said Nordhall left this big income.and the house'.
der. Looking at it one way--- it's
; •
I rum but the estate wasn't paying A.
"coming
good-humoredly,
way Mr. Gamadge here looks
yet. '
-In spite of being the whole you Let's go down."
"We'd been bumming around_t_
They walked over to the stairs
. - you c ou Id be considered
and descended Into great reaches good deal. as I said, in all kindi of
ething of a cat's paw."
red
at tie
towns and aver) ramps and motelsc blank gaze moved to Ga- of emptiness. Nordhall
,
imagine. He began to
ge's face, lingered there as It Bayles over to • bench beside. a -you can
down. complain or this earache. No more
e Incuriously, came back to closed gateway: , they sat
hespitals for hi m,
hairs. Shock, thought Nord. Garnadge on Nordhall s other side. doctors and
"As I said," Nordhali began, though. Ile was bound to go on
, he can't wnrk it out yet and
Csiplam through to meet his hrothir ant
I't even try. But was it Rho,* "we'll have all our dope on
stuff, slater and titie,a tag car, and drive
etly or enttreiv? TIM. blank' Austen tontorrow: its army
Yoik. But he came down
was so absolute: there was a and they can afforb air travel: the to New
C.0 will fly in -only being Cap. flat on his back in the wormy little
, of innocence in it.
and I had to send
Crimadge said pleeeantly: "lie tam n Austen's C,0., he won't know burg, in a motel,
outfits, I tor Jerome. And the first thin? Jemleot like to take that brace off yaw or you him. Dlffereqt
rome noticed when tu got to us
PIE, Nordhall: he•must be sick of suppose."
Resting hes d an d shoulders was that the management hadn't
Its"
chin sunk sorted us out: thought I was Gray'
The voting man shifted a toot. against the marble, his
it closed, arid" Gray was-'u'se. It tells you •
He saki bitterly: "I eaven't had a down and tus eyes h•
on rt e r s something about Jerome's brains
walk tor four years, except now Bayles looked t h re e-q
seemed to nave When I Say that he didn't correct
Wed then in the, middle of the asleep. Reaction
the pocket the people; because by what I'd
eight.- And he added: ••1 had the stupefied him. He felt in
taint said, he was pretty sure before he
tiling oft tonight when Ilene nearest NOrdh1111, said with •
ever reached us that whet Gray
slowed up. I thought I walked the sniile. "I have no gun on me," and
had picked up was meningitis."
Mane, but she moiled for a minute gut out a clgaret case with a
COnlirirg.ed).
2,r 7
If she noticed something. Did monogram in gold.

aid. 1

IRE ;MYER]
FlItE PII0OF
Dodge Div( . More
for Your Manley
Come in for yr ir fres
''Show Down" bookt•t
that lets you compar•
Dodge, feature by feature, with cars costing
illndreds of dollars more.

IODGE

By Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY

CHAPTElt TWENTY-THItEE
AUSTEN came back from the
Maw York, New Haven and Hatt•
window and spoke to the pos. Wino walked off in the direcei a checking office.
"Ifrre right, It's going to be
• wait for htm," said Nord-
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NEXT TIME II
CLOSER TO THE HEART,
ooaes:

%.7051(040KE:) CALL
MI6 OLOP C)FF16.1
I'LL LEARN 'IOU -
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"UL' ABNER
CARY GRUNT' IS TH'
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FUM PINE APPLE
JUNCTION, AN
:WE AIMS T'BE
GOOD
NEIGHBORS!!

IWPAYI

WE AIMS T'START IOW
BE I Se' GOOD NEIGH BORS,
BY GIVIN'A BIG
f-iAm
PART', FO. VO••

By Al Capp
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Goat Didn't Mind
Fund Ear Striker,
By United Pres!
John la Lewis has thrown the
WEST MEMPHIS. Ark cup)full weight of huge United Mine
Kentucky 'IS now 14'h among the Charles King swears he could hear
Workers t'autin bebint the stiikdairy states in nine here -ill 144 the-cap.s. exalecle and se puffs of
'ing CIO United Steelworkers. He
(-0443, according to. the Dairy sec- rmoke come out of his pet Rikhas set up a 10-mashoadollar
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4:1
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pat
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. "Dairy food; compriae aa lost ati
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nIn- view of this," thy sant "it is
Roger Putnam annouaced that the Committee. Amone her statements.
Green
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The number of farms in Kea- I a cow, with the help of the
essential that the manufacturers of a tremendous prbblere hai posed
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of
steps
the
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Leo GORCEY Nt BOWERY BOY

"Jesse James Al
was shot in the
back! Song*.
body's got to

Parr'

HENRY FONDA
THE RETURN OF

FRANK JAMES
ittoo"''

Firal

GENE TIERNEY
JACKIE COOPER
HENRY HULL
Joh Carreto • 1, Edward
Bromberg • Booeld Meek
Eddie CoUits•korge BarbieL
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Belk am Settle Co.
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SALUTES THE DAIRY INDUSTRY
and all of the Dairymen of Calloway County and this entire area

We Are Always Happy To Serve
Work Pants
Sanforized, Well Made

Shirts to match

Men's Full Length, Zipper
Opening, Swing Back, •
Heavy Sanforized

Men's Osh Kosh B'Gosh
Sanforized, Hickory Striped,
Double Construction on the
knees, legs and Nail Apron.

Men's Dark Green Twill

CARPENTERS
OVERALLS

$5.49

$5-95

Men's Hickory Striped

Men's Genuine Horse Hide
Uppers, Heavy Cork Soles
with Welt

Work Shoes
6.95

COVERALLS
Short, Medium and Long
Lengths. Gray Whited
Striped

$2.49

Men's Belk Jack Rabbit
8 oz. Sanforized, Triple
Stitched. Reinforced

DUCKHEAD
CARPENTERS
OVERALLS

$7.95
New Low 'Price, Light Wt.

Wprk Shoes
$2.95 & $3.95
Boots..$10.95
Men's Cork Sole
- -EXTRA SPrrIAI.!

Ler

WORK SHOES S4.95

$1.98
Men's TwiH 'Work Shirts

Wen's' Mae Chambray

Sanforized. Double 'Stitched and
Large_ Pockets. with Button
Down Flaps

Work Shirts
Extra Special, $1.00

$2.69 or 2 for $5.00
Men's Jeans ,Shirts

Men's Striped Overalls

loys Dress

$7.95

se

Boys

ELASTIC BELTS

DUNGAREES reinforced $2.29 WORK PANTS $4.95
Other Work Gloves
35c to $1.49
$2.95 With Zipper Fly TWO for $9.00
JEANS
RN
WESTE
Western_ Jeans . . $2.49
TWILL WORK PANTS Play Shorts $1.49 -8e $1.98
13.00 pair
$1.98
REES
DUNGA
$2.95
0004
Men's Type One Reeves Army Twill

•
Men's 11 oz. Sanforized -"Wrangler"

$1.00

Men's Sanforized Gray and Tan

Boys Khaki Twill

Men's 8 oz. Sanforized White Stitched

Boys Khaki and Gray Twill

Pants

$1.00

Short Sleeves

Tennis'Shoes
$1.98 - $3.95

Men's 8 oz. Sanforized Triple Stitched

Boys 11 oz. Wrangler

lOys Plisse Crepe and Broadcloth

SPORT SHIRTS . .e,

MEN'S

111

TEE SHIRTS

$2.69

Men's Horsehide Drivers
$1.98
Gloves

$1.98

toys Fancy/ Fruit 'of the Loom

Work-Pant
Loops
and Belt'

WORK PANTS .Pattern.
each
2 pairs for $5.00

$2.95

$1.39

INNERSOLLE

z

$1,79
Men's Short Sleeve Jeans
Work Shirts
$1.98
Men's Heavy Blue
Chambray Work Shirts

WHITE- SHIRTS

Men's Denim 8 oz. Sanforized

$ oz. Sanforized. Triple Stitched,
Low Back

Sanforized, Dr,,Ilde Stitcried

Lace to Toe, Heavy
Upper Cork -Sole
CUSHIONED

For indoor or outdoor work - we have a complete
supply of the clothes you need and like best for the
job. Come in. See our large selection and it's a sure
bet you'lll make us your work clothes headquarters.

Work Shirks
$1.69 or 2 for $3.00

and (lra:.•

Tan and flray
Metes Blackoil Retan
ENGINEERS

Featuring Lowest Prices for Highest Quality

Gray Covert

Men's Jeans Work Shirts
sanfArizpd. B.01, imwn Flap
Pockets, Tan

VALUES

OVERALLS
High or Low Backs. $2.79
White Painters
$2M9
•
Overalls

$4.95

With Cushioned Innersole

Boys Broadcloth Short Sleeve - Solid and Fancy

59c

• SPORT SHIRTS

Boys Khaki

$1.98

Twill Shirts .
Boys Rugby

Swim Trunks $1.98-52.49

Boys Fancy Dress

19c - 25c - 39c

SOCKS

You

--

$1.49

Wide Loops and Cuffs
Boys Fruit of the Loom

BRIEFS and SHORTS

Boys White

Boys

ATHLETIC SOCKS

UNDERSHIRTS

49c

59c

A

,39c

Boys Robert Bruce Striped
Boys Fancy Rugby

Boys 8 oz. Sanforized

TEE SHIRTS

Men's Baseball and Sport
...Boys Rayon, Gabardine, Poplin, Sharkskin Dungarees, Red Camel,
59c to 98c
CAPS e
DRESS PANTS . . S2.95 - $5,95 - pointer Brand . . $1.69

TEE SHIRTS
$1.98

Rayon front _ Knit Bottom and Cuffs
•

... $1.98

Boys Genuine.

LEATHER BELTS . . 49c and $1.00
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Made Money 1)1/Drinking Milk
Itteiry's commerce pool. The quesThe "average" Kentuckian in tion for the economists thus be1548 actually "made money" by comes. "How much total income tø.
drinking milk and using othrr Kentuckians is represented by theta
dairy products produced in Ken- last two figures?" •
, tucky—The operation of the Dairy ' The Kentucky merchant, the;
Industry • in Kentucky last 'year Kentucky manufacturer, the Kenproduced considerably mare in- tucky doctor, lawyer, salesman,
come for Kentuckians than the and contractor all know that these
.total retail cost value pf the dairy millions of dollars of purehasing
products they used—the only ques- power provided through the Dairy
tion, apparently, is "How much Industry represent extra incomemore income."
for them, to—but "How much
more"? What proportions or mulAs -part uf1Jsw1'un
D airy tiples of these trade dollars reflect'
• Month program, to show Kentuck- the total income value to. Kenians how much the Dairy Industry tucky from her Dairy Industry.
of Kentucky is worth to the state.
Flynn pointed out that many adFred T. Flynn. Secretary--Treasurer ditional faetors are involved in
of the Dairy Products Association' -figuring the right answer," hut
of Kentucky and June Diiry that it is highly important for
Month Committee member has re- Kentuckians to know. for example
cently asked the "How much'' ques- that with every dollar they spend
tion to economists of the State for Kentucky-Produced dairy proand National government. Flynn ducts they are actually helping'
gave them these figures to con- creat, say two dollars of Kentucky
sider:
„
irtectne—a hometfirianeed- 'Pros'
Kentuckians bought. or used on perity program" from which every
farm
$141.283.000
retail
&Mara
the
Kentucky family is bound to beneworth of Kentucky-produced dairy fit.
• I.
year.
for
an
average
products last
"When Kentuckians can be told
of about. $50 worth per person
iCensus Bureau estimated Ken- in natoal aellars---and ten', -what
tucky population as of July 1-, Ifs worth to them to be *good.
1948. at 2,819.000.1 This $59 would milk-Prinkers'," Flynn stated, "no
iepresent the "cost- of tha 'erage to 'mention the unequalled
Kentuckiana 1948 "milk-drinking." values and food-cost aav-ings of
The following figures were cited dairy products—weti-ill tie given
as the basis for determining- the. still better reasen to use out:
income value of the Dairy Indus. Dairy Industpj to. greater advanInge. an -keep on raisin; Kentry to Kentucky.
Kentucky farmers received -$121,--- lucky:a - standards . of- health ,and
SCAN or effective
tion."
their Saks and tionte-Use of dale.
In the meantime. the economists
rd
products and from stock
pro- are still figuring "Ho;45-- intich" —
S -Or dairy allidfats: of dairy but the pay-off for "milk drinkcessing and distributi
products added aiether $43.36.000 ing" in Kentucky keeps building
total r.etail Wei value to -Kart—higher!

ULATIONSIT
ANURY MIMS
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
•

June • Is Dairy Month

•

GENE TIERNEYJACKIE .COOPER
HENRY HULL
John Carradine • J. Edward
.13romberg • Donald Meek
Eddie Collies•6earge Silkier
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EASY MADE BUTTER ROLLS

We are glad to extend our congrat ulations to the dairy farmers of Calloway County. We are pleased to do- this for several reasons.

_

The primary reason is that we have made it our business for many years
to help build up the dairy industry in the county. The industry stands today in second place ip the county.

It is topped only by dark fired toba cco.
The effoiWof the dairy farmers, the extension service, Murray State
College, and the Ryan Milk Companyy has paid off for the farmers.
Production of milk in this area has gradually increased over the years
\
both in volume and price. This volume could be doubled and we could
still market it to good advantage; we have a good market over a wide area
for our products. Therefore we say the dairy farmers of this county are in
a safe and sound business and we fully expect to see it continue to grow
over the next few years.

tY

Our manufactured products are Grade A Pasteurized Milk, Buttermilk,
Chocolate Milk, Cottage Cheese, Butter, Sweet Cream, and Dry Skim
Milk,
With June being Dairy Month, we take This opportunity to salute the
dairy farmer, and those who cooperate week in and week out to make it
an industry of which we can all be proud.
RYAN MILK COMPANY

This basic butter-roll dough is bine with yeast mixture in large
a boon to the busy housewife— bowl. Stir in beaten,egg, and add
easily made and lends itself to about half the flour. Beat until
many varieties of' rolls and coffee batter is smooth; then stir in remaining flour. Turn out onto
cake. Its rich butter flavor is defloured board and nead until
lightful and 'satisfying.
smooth,
elastic, and no longer
shape
the
For dinner rolls, juin
dough into cloverleaf, butter-horn . sticky, adding as little flour as
or other fancy shapes. Vary sweet possible. I'lace dough in a clean
rolls and coffee cakes with a lit- buttered bowl, rub surface with
tle cinnamon, or simple butter softened butter, and cover with
frosting. For variation bake cof- a clean towel. Set in a warm
fee cake in ring mold. Always place, (about 80°F.L.to rise until doubled in bulk, about 111 to 2
Serve piping-hot with butter.
Butter Bolls or Coffee Cake: hours. Turn out on lightly floured
2 cakes compressed yeast; at cup board, and knead about 2 minutes.
lukewarm water; 1 teaspoon Shape into dinner rolls, coffee
sugar; 1 cup milk; 54 cup butter; cakes, or sweet rolls. Place on
cup sugar; 2 teaspoons salt; 1 buttered baking sheet or in butegg, beaten; 41a cups sifted all- tered muffin pans, cover with towpurpose flour.
el, and put in a warm place to
Crumble yeast into the lukerise until doubled in bulk. Bake in
warm water and stir in 1 teaspoon a moderately hot oven, 376'F., 20
sugar; let stand at room temperminutes for rolls or 30 minutes
ature. Heat milk to scalding point,
2
add butter, 54. cup sugar, and for coffee ealfe. Makes about
salt. Coot to Inkewirm and roe!- .(loam rells or 2small coffee cakes.
,

BEST WISHES TO ..Ti:
DAIRY INDUSTRY

1NT$

Don't Just Ask

for Milk At Your Grocery Store...

GRADE A MIX
AT YOUR GROCER

When

you drink Sunburst Milk, you are

drinking milk Produced in

Calloway

County

•••
yes Army Twill

MRS. HOUSEWIFE:

11.11,711111rnfr Since June Is

$4.95

TWO-for $9.0*

NATIONAL DAIRY MONTH
we pay frit:Otte to our many farmer friends

RYAN

who are associated with the

ired Gray and'Tan

ORKPA
._
pair

Dairy Industry

Their work is

vital to our national health

and well-being

MILK COMPANY

,ops and Cuffs

IORTS

3

. 59(

• • •

"Serving the Dairy Farmers"

.39c
. $1.98

ELLIS POPCORN CO.
Chestnut St.

.TS

Phone 646

Ryan Milk Plant. This Modern Plant Processes Milk Purchased from
Farmers of Calloway County

EAST CHESTNUT STREET

TELEPHONE 191

•49c angt $1.00
•
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Consumption Of Cheese Is Highest Yet . ... , Dairy Foods
:cr
Good Eating .
For EiTetyone

Two Fined On
Polution Charge

Milk Builds Redd',Cuts Food Costs

foods on January 13. 1952 et 232 4 electing to an Opinion Research
'chceset end (41 above all the buters and retailers to put list
"The 100th aesevereare. ef Cent- -3icreeseg_ realization by the con- full, power of American mass sellA re:rnt Rub!lc opinion poll compared to the 1935.28 bac Of survey. Given a long list o: foods,
mere's! cheese- produetiem i:•. the sumere that a comparison :if prte..• ing efforts behind a full lene of
showed 55 percent of thoet quizzed 100. white the honer-delivered asilk were the most important. Milk
FRANKFORT. Ky. -Two rest- believed milk to be the most nu- is only 190.0. re:corctiag to the Mills came first as '71 percent said it is
United Stites reached lest yew and food value of our leadine pro- cheeses. '
dents of West Virginia were fined tritious food for their money, but Industry Found:glen, tine of spon- the must essential. Another strikkas pointed up the eieening eat- , teat.feeds puts cheese at the top
American cheddar cheese produc$100 each and;stcosts on charges of the average Americaii thinks mile sors of June-Dairy kikrith.
ing opinion gathered from 'Surgoortence ee-_,this le s.c :00ft in the , et the !est of economy end ve.r- tion and consumption is 'till tie
pollti
u ng a
ream in M a re i n, companies make 3 cons meifit on
The economy rego-d of • milk veys shows that milk is the het
American diet:" U. b. Scot'. Lao .-• sa:ti•ty In meal preparation.
inajor factor in the US. Malice!
County b.
y Judge R. P. Justice at each quart of Mille and 14, percent sem-leered to tee "alt iOode" index of all the foods houeewives will
man- of the Dairy •orate y - Coe.- , emcee these ,developments :ho But in the last few year.; there
..The 1952 June LIciry -Month their trial in Martin County on believe it to be as het1,11 as 10 cents
luis been inanitained des,p:te the cut down on to an inflatonety situlisuttee' spunsorine June DAIR i factory cutting and packaging et has been remarkable. tipt.rrns :n••
slo • n "Good Eatin • I :- All June 7. The men, Rupert and on each quart. Oily about 3-Per,.... consurntition of domestir ir.anufeet teat milk comp:mese wages, ation.
said t...cla;.natural cheese.eparticularly . Arne- ,....e
. MONTH.
_ . .
Astir es batked....1in_sound scien. John .Sturgill, were darkest with
•
pr-Irrelt-a
cent knew the free-haat the- pro- operating-vele:meleenide
'With
ore 1.1....: :n p.:: ,...... .,. 1.c.:- a ehedd:r. Cheese: an rinidede-e-geetured fereign-type ch.......ses. In tific knoWledge.' G. B. Scott. causing pollution
allowing sasv fit is in the neighbirhood of .a the raw product have been at high
%be total se ho...
.',.. • --• - .. ticaley peueaced Swiss checee bee .1050, • for instance, U. S. Pt-04w:- meaty. chairman. ee the „Nee eitet teem thee. met to weer ,:the
Catillk-Riflal
SETS
levels. Ttie- Induttry - is a hielitn
traction of a Pseirti.
manufactured • dairy /orals to .1 veestl ISeat irapetus to totan sale% .1 ion. at these foreign-type cheeses Die-.
asy Minith Campaign, raid to- stream. Hurl Logsdon, Peceville. man
business in
grEcht. cheese prOduetion centime-, le .or
.
to the- last war mist natural'increased 13 per cent from the pre- day.
competitivewt's.ch
Vice-Piesdent
Hugh
Busch,
i
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (UP) _
.Ky.,
percent
_____,_
_ recently
_ - - --- - was fined $50 b_y
-'eleteetsilleteVers with 1nel-ea's-Mx -Pee. cheeses-were- ared-to- tire - retailer etetere--yeee-ente -reeetwe-er-huh-- . ------- -Co
alirwikniat
'
elY
83
°I its
sales
of
the
Opinion
Regearc
-h
A Motorist returned to hit parked
'
Grayson
County
:Judge
Roy
.
the
into
back
direetly
goes
income
capita' consuinption -regist.ned - in i ir bulk styles that required •cither niarg in total . produetion uf aeg) rT.Nutritton research off
.fur- I
C.artes
'Don of Princeton, New Jersey, disffitind it ablaze. A butti.hands of dairy farmers red em- car and
all areas of the country." Scott:It-tatting and wrapping in tlee store million pounds. swiss cheese wes Utter Proof earh.day el the impor- on a charge of shooting fish.
closed these facts in a speech beof distilled water on the back sent
oistriuand
processing
in
ployees
.
for displey, or cuts had to be made :the leaders in these gains out im- tame 0( dairy foods hi 'everyone's
said.
'
fore dairy trader.; early this year.
served as a lens fer sue ra.),
___
muscle tissue, 3) riboflavin ter The survey was made among a tiling. .
. The observence of June DAIRY on demand ,to suit . the individual 'portant production gains .11S-3 Nye:v. diet.' he said,
which set the fire.
•
promoting
growth
end
better
"For exaniple," Scott comment-1
MONTH calls attention to die mane customer. With the advent at fat'-1 registered for Munster."`and Italian
national sample , of adult., said
As the most widely' used food.
health.
and
41
vitamin
A
for pro- Busch, -including .the
important contributions that have tery packaging- it became possible types. Cream cheese and cottage ed. "recent evidenee shows that
riet-t
milk comprises more than 23 perf to move much of this bulk cheese 'cheese also show sharp gains in -older folks. pales. .Wray 45 and tecting health and increasieg the tribution of people ,ef the upper,Lcent of the foos
TOO WET FOR DUCKS
been made to incerasing use ,
el consumed anvloups;
veility
over,
of
tissues."
self-service
need
.,
dairy eyed: just as do
cheese in American menus since merchandise to the
production.- with cottage cheese
middle. and lower income
by thb 'avereee American.
:Da
try
foods
infants
supply
three-fourths
and growing childreme_The
EAU CLAIRE. Wis (UP)—It got
the end of World War U. Among ,dairy department where conven- .setting a record'of more than 322
the proper proportion for each Larger food budget would be
healthy growth of children is de_ of al !the calcium. Approximately age bracket;
during
ahem have been the le in.prove- 1 ient consumer size packages in 'millet:se pounds. farmers. professional mi
e vita- too wet even for the ducks
iflortiheis
m ca
ais
e haonde
needed
endeed
, miinn-erthe
one-fourth
pendent
of
all
the
upon
their getting a sound
proteins, people, white collar and manual
a quick one-inch ra'nfall. Resiments in cheese predecease • • s2) 1 great variety of both 'natural and •
United States Department of Ag- supply of the nutr.entr eseential to nearly half of the resoflavin. and workers, men and
mother duck leadreoPerative efforts by tee entire processed cheese and other cheese
women."
plied by Milk had to be secured dents found a
;riculture figures show that cheese good ,nutrithan. The oicke• folks over m
l8edperifclenth
t eat Athn.:ervic
ita
anmin
dieA
t
to -hither ground
ducklings
17
ing
t a dust r y' In the Prettuttba • of 1 Products could be examened and
from other sources.
•
:of one kind or another is produced 'need a similar supply to
Milk is a low cost food and
alter the rainfall.
, el- . bought with ease. •
cheese and chees foods: 13
in
pr.
•
accordibito
deterioration.
Mr. Scott.
more tkan
quaitseere
Arother gain. from factory pace_ in rrportant quantities
fictive promotion .1t the punt ef
"In If
Ltotidast. co
eery state of 'tho Union
"Fortunately," he said, "milk
being distributed to A:eerie:in con- No.l7feverit
PO
lut
unide*
ttae
:tir..4i
rrican
f 1A
ur
'
eu''fOnt or1
It- takes the government exactwee _ ne. 1-0,..1 ctilies threu,h _i_ri-;agir.g wer the ability to KO to the t•callYv
•
in the Di-erne
a
about
ti
sai
'
30
d. sumers every day a. priest that homes and that mothers consider ly one second, according to Sen
preyed and expeeded dairy de- promotion and advertising of cheese and
.ie. s_ ... economical, seufie of
Percent
of
National1.in iti.s among
these nuall the- fseeet Americans have gone up less than elect major it-she----most essential food of all. Byrd of Virginia to spend all the
toartments and the incr.. ising usi brand identif:cation making it pesinn:,bo
ene
erielei
l1acnadlcitu
in
eithfo2ye;
Wiscarn tri
reontr
uhls- tat.y Y1e5t
col
ostet
ap
h lo
otzendlo
alkle
ar loud groups..
Seven cut of every. 10 A:eerie-an federal taxes paid by a man with a
eelf-serv ice rein ie:ea cases sib le for ma_ nufacturers. distil - continue unchanged. with
4`1
cents
sin leading -the parade. New York
' U. S. Government cost -of living housewives are well aware of the wife end two children, earning
for
aiding
growth
she
and
maintaining
Spends.”
hrieliTuri
recond,
- .
e12.000 e year:.
index figures shew prtees of alltijsh nutritive- velue of dent, at
fourth.
.,„eittify

F.

Meanwhile consumption figures
continue to mount with the piesent consumption figures pushing
well over 7.5 pounds per capita
with event indication thet the
start of • the second hundre-t years
of cheese production in the UniterTStates marks new progress in one I
ef our basic food industr:es.

•
SPEC-1-ML

111

eat
-Cu --het

..

•

iry Month - June 1

eport, it
McLean Agriculture
Farm betilaties in McLean cote
t.V! as 'reported try UK
Agent Leroy Nerihing•on: A
Bureau Meeting was ant-sided
about -425 farmers.: Secretary J. t.
Stanford Of the state feleratispoke_tr._
Irerinle pinning
use a central farrowing hoose a:
fence three feel& for keg Pte bier, rotating pasture and tebeccu.
so IN can have sheen ground for
plgs--The court' agent is helping
re-organize Alexander Cabbage's
farm in the Farm and Home O.
•
velopment Prow: im -_Trets
niarked:
in five r.cres of v-rodla.
tre.
on the f.aren of J. E. Cry.
under le inches will be left •
ii ow into salable lumber.

- ICE CREAMS
To introduce our Half-Gallon Ice
Carton. All Next Week

Cream

Only 85c

•

We Pause To Pay
o The Many Dairies. Farmers, Dal
And 119 111.?, Entire Dairy Industry For The Vital Part
They Play In The Health Of Out Nation
Direct from Cows to Cans
itith

For
- Your Farm And Dairy Do As Many Others
Choose - - Do

Pa*
NNW

At Your Local Food Store

r, vetteridig

Miller Dairy Products Co.

• e.

McCormick Parlor or Conventional
-Type-Milkers

Allen

Juneis Dairy Month

EASE WITH CHEESE

More people eat American
r.f4ç than.ean_y_• of the other
400 to 300 kinds or-ehebleeld
in the United States.

Congratulations
to the Dairy FaiitiesTs—of
. .
.
Calloway County
.

.
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ital.. is desiened
retjuteut
.•.
bareyo..trd,
..;uatrti, aro eedue of your hay!
"Flax rake is .11_-.11.11
Neer aii-bar7o:Taat, reel
kieking and hewing
"
en
at high
Ireite..d. • lifted gently, up and
into light it dpe
with
the-peer-Vb. 'raw*
,
•
torniA inward.
. True
;id"
eetien reduese the distance ft;••-e.:;t I,
wITittr,,w ns '10 ewrererit. There is far lees
ri,"eng :ervi cIlorning .
no sodden jarring.
rrq.ter
t.ke-teddriren
Fingar
• d. ?eel its
.surprisingly low in price.
1"

Stokes i raetor ImplemenI

Farmall Tractors
International Trucks

NEW 3b:AY TO RAKE HAY

rh-

,
It's no wonder because thiis sr,
."every der yellow cheese
sandwichr
geod for-nibbling.for
pt
it
for ceetking. You can - buy
packaged. either in wedges, ii slices, or grated.
This cheese melts -easily, and
makes
, combined with beans,
-e--'-'-entexelle_rech rarebit.
Bean Rarebit
pork
13 ounce can beans as ith
'
' sup
2 tablespoons catsup
teeepssn
1 cup gre.ea cheese
ether
Stueeitil ir eieseeets.
. Add
except cheese-. Heat. sin
Wait -rarebit is
and
'dess-noeflp Serve on crisp crackers
r buttered tees!.
Yield: 4 rervings.
Take--it easy.
on the'heat when
you, cook cheese
dishes.- A lose
Vszneigrature ir.'
or_ no
the ove
the'
l'o? top of
keetere its
-;•

International Refrioerators

ing,s,_

fits all milking
parlors
•
I '''!!'111 IL

McCormick Farm Equipment

Fits all stanthiogi
barns

The new. McCormick parlor milker 'makes
milking caner. riater, arid more profitable
than ceer before! The McCormick parlor
milks
milky- does all these jobs for you:
the cows, strains the milk, transports it into
the milk, house, and fills the milk cans.
counts-Ih
Owners report remarkably low bacteria
at stay consistently low. The easyto-clean milk pipe is asitemhled anertaken
wean with your hands-no threaded couplings. Unit for unit, the McCormick parlor
milker costs no more than pail-type Milkers.
Come in and karn how it can he tailored
exactly to sonr.milkina operation.

WE ARE INDEED PROUD OF THE FACT THAT

JUNE
1952

tog

DAIRY

THE MAJORITY:MF THE LOCAL DAIRYMEN
ARE USERS OF McCORMICK DAIRY

MONTH

EQUIPMENT

2 threee sandwithee
2 eggs
.! maps Milk
is teaspoon Salt —
te .teeeption-elettgemestard
Cat ea,le sa'., I w h in half
Place in eren.se•i - haickpg dish
... , _
• neat rev : add •
'lk and--

4°0

The easissi way to produce
qual:ty milk at low cost!

Internationalilome Freezers

Baked Cheessi-Stiiid9ciches

1
(

TELEPHONE 1200

7-

h a. ,
a T1 14 *A'
Bake in slew
even (325- F
r
in.ite
30 to
or until knife
'It?' Iineerted in cern
tO..
: tint
1 e1.1 4 sr • es .

TUCK AND

!'

Can-Make Your Dairy Farming Easier
With This
vat
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Butter Used In Weight Cuts According To Recent Studies

cording to an opinion Researti,
survey. Given a long list o: foods,
were the most important. Milk
came first as 11 pereent said at I,
the most essential. Another striking opinion gathered from tun.
ves shows that milk is the lad
of all the foods housewives will
eut down on le an inflaBonaiy situation.
•
SUN SETS. CA• Arita
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. ll/P1 _
A Motorist returned to his parked
car and found it ablaze. A bottl
of distilled water on the back seat
served as a lens for sue rays
Which set the fire.
TOO WET FOR DUCKS
EAU CLAIRE, Wis. (UP)—It got
too wet even for the ducks during
a quick one-inch ra'nfall. Residents found a mother duck leading 17 ducklings to.higher pound
alter the rainfall
It takes the governinent exactly one second, accortline to Sen
Byrd of Virginia to spend all the
federal taxes paid by at man with a
wife and two children, earning
- .
312.000 a year.

1952

"Steady and 'satisfactory .veight being and satisfaction While ols- it is an important and necessary in which .utter plays an imporreduction accompanied4y improve- ing excess weight. The fatigue, constituent- of our diets. Butter tant part is a ieal coritribution to
nient in health and vitality. was ,irrnability, mental depression. and is a natural. fat," he said.
Ithe health and well-being ef the
4 eccomplished in diets In which inagging hunger whieh so °nee "It is one of•the fats which is nation." .aiticie _Scott, "The topalaprotein , and fat provided abeut l accompanies the diets, heretofore synthesized only by nature .end is tability and low satisfactioe value
80 percent of the total, calories," recommended, was elerninated." , carrier of the fat-soluble vita- id the Liod ced.Umed by the:-people
G. B. Scott, of the *are Milts
We said, "This study should nuns, so necessary for proper health in Europe and Great Britain altar
Company said today.
,
serve to explode some of the "fad end nutrition. Vitamin A, one of World Wa: II can be 'contributed,
Scott was referring to recent diets" now being circulate4 in. the first vitamins discovered, was in part, to thelf-craving for fat.
nutritionstudies conducted at which butten is avoided or mini- found in butterfat and butte: about Of' all the fats available, butts:
Michigan State College. "Butter mized. The problem of overweight forty- Years ago. This vitamin is tee the efilleet flavor. Arnericaa_.
-fectuo_oso;'.said• Mr
was used in all of --he- dicta*: eheipeople in -America deeply, alietteriss Leseential - for- -nor-Feel- -grosetri-e,
the medical profession ant the body resistance to diseaie and in. "because of the superier supp'y
'
• said. ,
The study was "conducted with linsurance companies, wh3 have fection and for reproduction. It is n.! butter aluelable in the United
overweight studente_ate_the set-linen publiemin_g the need 'forialso essential for proper nerve States."'
--lege as well as through 'a clinie;knowledge of proper weight con- idie-Velopment and bone growth- The
average industrial
provided .for local.residents, who 'trot. The problem of overweighteVitamin A content of butter is "Today, .the,
rev:hese a pound .e
were interested in pat-tie/pair:lig I people is high on -their list- efilstable. The United States Depart- v:•eker can
with 30 minutes wore, comin the weight reduction study.
.public health problems.
.
iment of Agriculture has issued the butter
to 32 mOutes of labor in
"This nutritional 'adequate diet," * "Idecent research," Scott said, following -statement, 'contained in pared
1940 - and 58 minutes in 1925. This
he said, provided the persona ."indicates that fat has dietary base fits Miscellaneous Publication 571,
butter, made from 10%
participating with a sense of well- all its own to stand on .ald that 'Little if any loss of. Vitamin A pound of
of average•milk is available
potency occurs dering the periods quarts
American worker et less
• that commercial butter us ordiite to the.
cost when compared 'to. real earnarily stored':
power," Scott said. "It is makIn discussing Vitamin E. which ing
contribution to the nuIs also present in butter. Mr. Scott ing a real
tritional needs of the natim."
said, "This vitamin, the reproductive vitamin, is of - particular value
its blutterfat. A standard text book
san vitaminiejtates that Vitammi E
is present -in etifficient quantitiee I
in butterfat to prevent or cure
sterility In rats. The • funcLen of
Vitamin E is also valuaole in tha--it - prevents the oxidation of Vitamin A."
-crenleination-saf--v-itamine, as they Exist in butter, compliment and aid each otiier an]
provide the stiesility and censtane.
pctcncy of these natural vitamins.
,,The saLisfacteen_dbeAhe 4,ut, pr1vided by MI:this:an State Coll.•2.
,.

I
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PEACH COBBLER WITH SAUCE

PAGE THREE

University Adds
To List Of Farm-.
Building Plans
The following new or revised
plans for houses, bairns and farm
eqwpment have ,been added to the
buiRlidenervice of the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Econo:nicse
Expandable house of four`to dic
moms. This plan prevides for a
house with or witheut upstairs
'clrooms and batn. It elso ProVides
for The'licit:BBon -Of -eXtri. bedrooms.
Pole dairy barn and U-taridem
milking parlor. This barn has pules
spaced 14 feet The overall dimensions is 56 by 56 feet It has an
elrvated type of walk-through
çsilkiig parlor. The cepacity of the
barn is about 20 cows.
Tobacce barn 40 to Sti feet, for
Musing three acres of leaf. e
Double brick silo. The eareying
capacity of this silo is 10 to 16
cows for 180 days at 1.:0 pounds of
silage a cow a day.
Stock lifter for lightweight and
medium-weight animals.

Wt. Salute.,.,.

JERSEY

FIRST
in
BANKING SERVICE
for
Every Member
of the
,Family
We're Air-Conditioned

COW

for
Your Comfort

...A 'Slue Ribbon" Industry

For Your Convenience

Bo&sie,. the cow, is important to us all. She supplies
the valuable milk vitally needed for all folks. Bi-monthly
milk checks paid to local farmers the year round by
our milk buyers give steady income. Many of our Farmers find their dairy cows valuable collateral for operational or other farm loans.

'Grass And Dakvin

-

Dairymen
Part

ws to Cans
It a
Id-1mM Puler
Milker

For real dessert pleasure there
-is nothing so tempting as a hot
peach cobbler topped with golden
'squares 'of flaky butter- pastry.
Served with a large'spoonful of
creamy hard-sauce it iir"teps" in
desserts. Any number of different fruits or fruit condfinations
may be used instead of sliced
. peaches.
To make cobbler to a "queen's
•
tette" be sure to serve it hot with
plenty of creamy butter- hard
sauce. •
. Peach Cobbler: The filling —
cup sugar, or to Suit taste; 14
teaspoen salt; 2 tablespoons cornstarch; 3 cups sliced peaches, or
other fruit.
- Crust: 1 cup all-purpose flour;
14 teaspoon salt; '3 cup butter; 3
to 4 tablespoons eAd water.
Filling: Mix sukar, salt, cornstarch and fruit anti pour into a
buttered shallow casserole or pre. f•*

Are-estimated 200 Ronnie" rosinty farmers topetressed pasture
,
_1 _With 0-17-12 or 0-14-7 feitilizets
and a large number. used ammonium nitrate .on erase. Pastures
well cared for will carry two co•es
an -acre, accetcling to UK Connie'
Asent Justus L. &tilt

erably a cake pan 211 inches deep.
Crust: Sift flour and salt. Cut
in butter until the pieces are size
of small Peas. Add water a little
at a time until mixture holds together. Roll paltry out 16 to W
inch thickness and cut into decoMany of the better fescue fields
rative pieces with cookie cutterin
In the county are expected to proPlace pieces of pastry at regular duce
400 tu 80o 'founds' of seed an
interval over the fruit mixture.
acre, Ellis said. s9ine ta.mers alt
Bake in a lust-raxass (450'F.) for
4i-eplanning
to 'save lireharrl grass
20 to 25 minutes or wail crust is
browned. Serves 6. Serve hot with 'seed for. their own use. Orchard
-bard sauce.
'*rasa in combination with Ladino
Bard Sauce: % cupliutter; 1% and alsike clovers.' is widely' used
cups.egpfectigar; 1 tea- by Monroe county dairyin.m.
o-r-eitEer flavoring.
spoqn vairigiaTCream bdtter until soft, gradually
The county agekit Said "cleirying
add sugar and flavoring and' heat is really Legt•Owing bu-eness in „this,
until creamy and smooth. Place
in refrigerator until ready to use. eountyr-A gieese pl int paid fanners • timer a imllion dollars let
leindh
A grating' of iititineg,
milt in 1951. The number t f cows
rind, or a sprinkle of cinnamon
is increasing about 15- percent -.a
may be used as flavoring. instead
of vanilla..
I year, it is smut, _

We are proud to join in the salute to our dairy industry — and pay our compliments to Bpssie, those who .
milk her daily,and to those who-bottle and sell the dairy

Flavored Homogenized Milk
in Half Callon Carton

prqducts.
• • •

AT-YOUR FOOD STORE

.

-• •

MILLER
Dairy Products Company

•

BANK OF ItURRAY
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member

FDIC
'
. 6.

.4

June Is Dairy Month
We Join fn Congratulating the Dairy Industry and the Many Farmers Who
Make the Enormous Industry Possible
to produto
ow costi

wmick parlor milker emakes
fa3ter, an more profitable
,re! The McCormick parlor
it milks
these jobs for you
is the milk, trensports it into
and fills the milk cans.
t remarkably' low bacteria
consistently low. 1 he easy.
pipe is assembled ancrtaken
ir hands-no threeded coup.
unit, the McCormick parlor
more than pail-type Milkers.
kern how it can he tailored
!_milking operation.

DAIRY

114

FOR YOUR FARM WE HAVE
JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
Once again we join with a44 America in a(tribute
n the American-dairy fanner, the number one
man in America's number one agricultural industry ... supplying the nation's millions with
basic foods... month in and month oat... year
in and year out ... in helping to maintain the
American standard of good living!' We salum
him for the MILK.,. BUTTER ... CHEESE ...
ICE CREAM .7. and other dairy items that add
ao much goodness to et* daily meigu.
•

MONTH

De Laval Milking Machines
Sanitary Wash Vats
Milk Strainers

USE YOUR

•

'LT

E-GROWN GRAINS

the protein supplemen4, minerals,
salt and molasses

and let us a

OUR PURPOSE:

Filter_ Discs

•

Visit Us For Your
CUSTOM GRINDI G and MIXING

FEED MANUFACTURING FOR THE FARMER, USING HIS HOME-GROWN PRODUCTS AND OUR CONCENTRATES FOR
THE MOST PRACTICAL AND ECONOMICtP
AL FEED. .

* Milk Stools
Shop Here For All Of
later Pumps
Your Farm and Home
Needs
• •
Farmers, Increase Your Dairy Returns By Using Custom Feeds and Modern E quipment

RUCK AND

e

S.

tACTOR ,CO.

Calloway County Soilimprovement Assn.
THE

•
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Congratulations To The

Dairy. Industry Hear these Dairy Month Specials:

"The House of Service Since 1886"

• Milk Bucket Boogie
• Tenderly
• Give Me More. More, More
• Are You Teasing Me

Revel ence
Sincerity
Dignity
Economy'

,• Anytime
• High and Dry

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

Chuck's Music Center
Phone 1458

408 Maple

„.••

CONGRATULATIONS

Dairy Foods

sal
Ct
be.
wi•
tit
w.
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DAIRY INDUSTRY

VISIT US FOR

is remarkably uniform in cnr.i
sition. and therefore a
source of the nonfat milk soli.,
Concentration enhances
value.
More then one-third. Of no
dry milk solids is a :4//71011( milk
capable of mak tairilr
protein,
life and supporting growth. T'
milk protein-Alas a -bonus- va;
—it .effectively •tupplcownts ger,
prote,ms so that •Oilten. it
in baked•food.4. for example. more
of the. cereal protein ts assinntated
than otherwise could- ne.-lh theca- •
peutic cliefk-- where emphasis is on.
high protein. nOnfat dry mil:: solids
is the most econ•amical source rt
A complete protein.

% TOP QUALITY

WORK SHOES

Best Work

TO THE ENTIRE

.

AND TO THE MANY

W.H0 MAKE IT POSSIBLE .

•IM1• 4=11•1

Clears 170 Acres
For Pasture Land

Shoe for
YOU ... with

CUSHIONED INS1DE SOLE

ADAMS SHOE STORE
.4)

Easley Bros,•of Crittenden couay
ttrouill
cleared 170 acre.;
last year, and th...m bu It up a pasture that took care of 70 toad of
cattle throngh the winter, U4ng
their bush -and-bee tr:.ctor
and bulleiozert, they cleared the
land- of bushes. brooms-edge and
briars, and then tre ted the ,land
with lime and phosphate according
to recommendations ft•om Oakley
M. Shelby. University of K.:ntucky
cn-unty agent.
The Easleis are planning to
cr.mbine.feicue7:..nd. orchard .gms_s
for seed to sow new atreiges on
the 460-Jere hill fern.

AT YOUR FAVORI I E

Meadow
Go!

GROCERY OR
DRUG
STORE

Zee

Always Ask For

WE SALUTE
THE

r.

JUNEJ

Irg_moojo

DAIRY
INDUSTRY

the women
- The entire nation, for the-month of June, pays tribute to
;
and men who make up the important dairy industry. Their product
and
serve as a basis for national health, and are enjoyed by young
gigantic
old, alike. Dairying and the manufacturing of dairy foods is a
l wrlnationa
the
,business that employs many people and is vital to

Meadow
Gold

Ice Cream

fare.
We, at the PEOPLES BANK. consider it a privilege to serve the
dairy inmany individuals of this area whd are connected with the
local
dustry. From the farmers engaged in milk production, the
bringing
dairy plants, the routemen, to the retailers; all important in
all the in
us—from farm to home these fine products, So, hats off, to
dairy industry!

Distributed By The

THE PEOPLES BANK--

Telephone 221

1106 South Clay Street' •

Member.FDIC
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